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Abstract
This thesis proposes new extensions of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs), Human
Associated Delay Tolerant Networks (HDTNs). HDTNs involve humans carrying
mobile nodes with the data forwarding processes determined by the social behavior
of the nodes. Traditional routing protocols in DTNs are presented and studied,
where the majority of works focus on the nodes’ movement and connection problems
from a physical point of view that is not suitable for HDNTs. Therefore, social
attributes should be seriously considered when routing decision are made. Two
multiple dimensional attribute based models are proposed to explore this issue.
Furthermore, most social behaviors are time related where social attributes are
bound with a time pattern. Time plays an important role to determine how and
when mobile nodes can be linked by their social characteristics. Therefore, to com-
bine geographic information, social attributes and time patterns becomes a valuable
decision. In this thesis, a time varying social contact topology model is used to
undertake this challenge task. To improve the performance of data forwarding in
HDTNs, an increasing number of researchers are using real social trace ﬁles to an-
alyze the social attributes of nodes. These social attribute embedded datasets may
potentially disclose the social information of nodes and be used to re-identify their
identiﬁcations. An anonymous data forwarding model is used, which relies on anony-
mous data to analyze the overall nodes’ social relationships. The proposed models
have been evaluated using the Infocom 06 and MIT Reality Mining datasets. These
are real social trace ﬁles generated from a small scale, short period to large scale,
vii
long term environments.
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the characteris-
tics of human associated DTNs, describes the contributions of this thesis and lists the
publications during my PhD study. Chapter 2 shows applications based on DTNs
and their relevant data forwarding protocols. Chapter 3 proposes two models based
on multiple dimensional social attributes to improve the routing performance in
HDTNs. Chapter 4 describes how to combine geographic information, time pattern
and social attributes to further improve the data forwarding performance. Chap-
ter 5 studies the data privacy issue in HDTNs and an anonymous data forwarding
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, the backgrounds of delay tolerant networks (DTNs) and human
associated delay tolerant networks (HDTNs) are introduced ﬁrst. Research questions
and the hypothesis of this thesis are then formally addressed. Furthermore, the
contributions of this thesis are documented and the publications during the period
of my PhD candidature (published/accepted) are listed. The organization of this
thesis is presented at the end of this chapter.
1.1 Background
In this section, deﬁnitions and general characteristics of DTNs and HDTNs are
introduced. Two major research problems in HDTNs are discussed. These are
improvements to data forwarding and privacy protection issues.
1.1.1 Deﬁnition and Characteristics of Delay Tolerant Net-
works
Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are characteristics with long latency and unstable
network topology, where end-to-end delay can be measured in days and routing paths
may not exist. These features make traditional routing protocols [SL10], [KPCC10],
[MK09] for mobile ad hoc networks unsuitable for DTNs. This is because most
routing protocols for ad hoc networks need to set up a complete end-to-end route
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with at least one available end-to-end path between the source and destination before
packet transferring in the traditional mobile ad hoc network. It is assumed that
any link between two nodes is bidirectional and the latency of the network is not as
important. On the other hand, DTNs can be widely applied to challenging networks,
such as space communications, mobile sensor networks, and military operations.
Characteristics of DTNs are a perfect match in these challenging networks.
Data forwarding in DTNs use store-and-forward techniques, if there is no con-
nection available at a particular time in these techniques, the source node needs to
store and carry the message until the next available node is encountered and these
encountered nodes form a candidature set. How to eﬃciently compare and choose
which nodes are the most suitable forwarding targets becomes an important research
topic, where diﬀerent forwarding selection algorithms have diﬀerent applied strate-
gies to improve decisions about the routing process. Examples of these strategies
include how to utilize network resources, and balance the congestion level of current
network congestion.
1.1.2 Introduction of Human associated Delay Tolerent Net-
works
Human associated delay tolerant networks (HDTNs) are a new trend in the de-
velopment of delay-tolerant networks (DTNs). When mobile devices in DTNs are
associated with humans, such as a Bluetooth enabled mobile phone carried by a
human, they inevitably demonstrate certain social aspects associated with human-
to-human communications.
More speciﬁcally, human social behaviors determine data communications in
HDTNs. For example, in Figure 1.1, the distributed topology of nodes is illustrated
by the yellow line, where they can physically contact their neighbor nodes. This is
similar to traditional routing protocols in MANETs, which mainly focus on analyzing
the physical topology movements, such as measuring the distance between two nodes
in their geographic dimension. An example of this routing is greedy perimeter
stateless routing (GPSR) [KK00], which has proven to be an eﬃcient routing scheme
when the geographic positions are stable. However, geographic topology in HDTNs
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Figure 1.1: Example of Nodes in a Geographic Topology along with Their Common
Social Attributes
is unstable, while social characters of mobile nodes are relatively stable for a ﬁxed
period of time. With the natural characteristics of DTNs, it is diﬃcult to apply
these techniques to human associated delay tolerant networks. Therefore, moving
the angle to analyze the social behaviors of each network means the inﬂuence of
social attributes can be easily detected and this is more important than geographic
information in calculating the route. For example, in Figure 1.1, links labeled in
black, red and green colors represent a shared common social attribute, such as the
same swimming club membership. This shows that even if there is no physical link,
they still can contact each other by their common social habits. A typical example
is a Computer Science student would like to communicate with other Computer
Science students even though their geographic position may change from time to
time because they may share similar study interests regardless of distance.
Furthermore, these social activities in HDTNs are bounded with a time pattern.
For example, classmates have a high contact frequency during the day, but very low
contact frequency during the night. On the other hand, club waiters may have no
contact during the daytime, but a very high contact frequency during the night. This
example demonstrates that the time factor plays an important role in determining
the data forwarding performance in HDTNs. Therefore, to have a better view of
the characteristics in HDTNs, social attributes, geographic information and a time
pattern need to combine to form an overall forwarding selection criteria.
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1.1.3 Data Forwarding Issue in HDTNs
Traditional data forwarding protocols in MANETs includes two part: proactive and
reactive routings. In proactive routings, forwarding routes are computed automat-
ically and independent of traﬃc arrivals. Examples of proactive routings are the
Destination Sequenced Distance Vector [PB94] and Optimized Link State Rout-
ing [DOG10]. These protocols are capable of computing routes for a connected
graph. However, they cannot ﬁnd a path to link nodes, which are not currently
reachable, such as delay tolerant networks.
In reactive routings, routes are discovered on demand when traﬃc needs to be
delivered to an unknown destination. Such routing protocols are the Ad-hoc On-
demand Distance Vector [PR99] and Dynamic Source Routing [Wu02]. In these
systems, a route discovery technique is employed to determine a path to the desti-
nations. These on-demand routing protocols incur additional delay and they work
best when communication patterns are relatively sparse. In delay tolerant networks,
as with proactive protocols, these protocols only work for ﬁnding routes in a con-
nected subgraph of the overall DTNs routing graph. However, they fail diﬀerently
to proactive protocols. In particular, they simply fail to return a successful route
(from a lack of response), whereas proactive protocols can potentially fail quicker
(by determining the requested destination is not presently reachable).
The data forwarding issue is the fundamental problem for delay tolerant net-
works. To deliver messages in such networks, existing algorithms, such as Epi-
demic [LDS03a] and PRoPHET [LDS03b], use ﬂooding or partial ﬂooding with a
probability formulation. There is a high probability that any ﬂooding may cause net-
work congestion or high interference, which consumes further resources for process-
ing and switching operations. Context aware routing protocols, such as CAR [MM09]
and HiBOp [HiB07], utilizes context information such as history, battery status and
changes to the rate of connectivity to compute delivery probabilities. One of the
reasons for the above routing mechanisms to use ﬂooding or partial ﬂooding is the
lack of routing information. The only geographic characters are unreliable and not
enough to route messages eﬃciently due to the nodes’ mobility characteristics. How-
ever, given the dynamic nature of HDTNs, it should take other characteristics into
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consideration as a viable and beneﬁcial option when looking into ways of increasing
eﬃciency.
1.1.4 Privacy Issue in HDTNs
As the data forwarding issue becomes increasingly important in human associated
delay tolerant networks, lots of researchers use a real social trace ﬁle to study the
characteristics of mobile nodes. However, these datasets are sensitive, with potential
attackers possibly using the provided social attributes to retrieve the subject iden-
tiﬁcation, and therefore the publisher may not want to release these datasets. How
to release a high quantity of information datasets without a privacy issue becomes
a critical issue.
Privacy protection is important for researchers. In most cases, researchers use
the data anonymous method to pre-process data identiﬁers and attributes to make
sure attackers not (or take a higher cost to) disclose the dataset with the released
data. K-anonymity [Swe02b] and Generalizations [Iye02], which decrease the data
utility to protect attribute semantics and therefore prevent the privacy disclosure
issue, are typical anonymous methods.
Attribute semantics should be reserved in some scenarios, such as data mining or
information retrieval. However, it is not necessary in a scenario with HDTNs. As the
information required for the routing decision making process is the corresponding
relationships among attributes, the attributes themselves can be anonymized. If
both node’s identiﬁcation and their associated attributes are anonymous, privacy
disclosure can be prevented.
1.2 Research Questions
Based on the issues and limitations discussed above, there are a number of important
research questions that need to be addressed in human associated delay tolerant
networks. In this section, three main research questions are proposed. These include
how to improve routing performance and how to protect privacy disclosure.
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1.2.1 Research Question 1
How to use social characteristics from carriers of mobile nodes to improve routing
performance in human associated delay tolerant networks?
Sub-Research Question 1
How to analyze and describe the characteristics of human involved delay tolerant
networks when mobile devices are carried by humans?
Sub-Research Question 2
How to identify the importance of each social attribute and combine them, by com-
paring and weighting the social attributes?
Sub-Research Question 3
How to automatically detect and cluster nodes according to their social relationships
for a large social characteristics embedded dataset?
1.2.2 Research Question 2
Beyond social attributes, how to add and combine geographic information and time
patterns together to further improve the routing performance in human associated
delay tolerant networks?
Sub-Research Question 1
What’s the inﬂuence of geographic information and the time pattern to the routing
performance in human associated delay tolerant networks?
Sub-Research Question 2
How to identify which time period is more important for a certain social attribute
and design the time indexed node contacts pattern?
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Sub-Research Question 3
How to balance relationships among social attributes, geographic information and
the time pattern and assign weight factors for each of them?
1.2.3 Research Question 3
How to protect privacy disclosure in a real social dataset or trace ﬁle when analyzing
the social behaviors of nodes is necessary?
Sub-Research Question 1
How to balance node anonymity and attribute semantics when justifying routing
performance from the privacy protection point of view?
Sub-Research Question 2
How to quantify and distinguish important social attributes from those anonymous
attributes?
Sub-Research Question 3
How to use those important anonymous attributes to ﬁnd the key node to conduct
the routing selection process?
1.3 Hypothesis
The research questions above are addressed mainly using the following hypotheses:
1.3.1 Hypothesis 1
Selﬁshness is a natural behavior for human beings and therefore those who carry a
mobile device in human associated delay tolerant networks are selﬁsh.
As people are selﬁsh, they will not put equal eﬀort into message delivery. Instead,
the forwarding and contact frequency among nodes is bound by their social rela-
tionships, where the closer their social relationships, the higher contact frequency.
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Two case studies based on MIT Reality Mining and Infocom 06 datasets have
proved this hypothesis.
1.3.2 Hypothesis 2
Every scanning of Bluetooth devices is treated as one contact between two mobile
nodes.
As the mobile patterns of Bluetooth enabled devices match the deﬁnition and
characteristics of human associated delay tolerant networks, contact records of Blue-
tooth devices are used as the trace ﬁle to simulate the processes for HDTN packet
exchange. As long as two devices with Bluetooth enabled can detect with each other,
it assumes they can exchange small packets in that particular period.
1.4 Contributions of the Thesis
This section lists and describes the two main contributions of this thesis: improve-
ment in the performance of data forwarding in HDTNs and the use of anonymous
data to prevent privacy disclosure in HDTNs.
1.4.1 Data Forwarding Performance Improvement in HDTNs
How to design an eﬃcient data forwarding model is the main research topic in hu-
man associated delay tolerant networks. Two multiple dimensional data forwarding
models are proposed in this thesis. They are the triangle coordinate model and the
M-Dimension model. The triangle coordinate model combines the three most useful
social attributes into a triangle system, where each angle between two axes repre-
sents the social relationship between two social attributes. The smaller an angle,
the closer their social relationship.
The second model, the M-Dimension model, provides a general method to com-
bine as many social attributes as possible. These social attributes are stored at
a metric and distinguished by measuring the importance of each social attribute.
Based on these models, an overall forwarding selection criteria can be established. A
multicast based data forwarding algorithm is used to eﬃciently select inter-node(s)
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based on this selection criteria to form the concurrent paths from source to destina-
tion.
Furthermore, research in this thesis has demonstrated that time plays an im-
portant role, and sometimes it is the domain factor where social behaviors and
connections are time indexed. Based on this ﬁnding, a more comprehensive model
is introduced into human associated delay tolerant networks. This model takes so-
cial attributes, time patterns and geographic information into consideration, and
then analyzes the data forwarding issues from diﬀerent angles. With this model,
the similarity of each social attribute with time indexed is calculated and the trend
for the physical movements of nodes is examined with a time pattern. An overall
social distance from the source to the destination is generated and multicast routing
is performed.
Experimental results conducted from the MIT Reality Mining and Infocom 06
datasets demonstrates the proposed model can dramatically improve the routing
performance in human associated delay tolerant networks.
1.4.2 Using Anonymous Data to Prevent Privacy Disclosure
in HDTNs
An entropy based unicast anonymous data detection and forwarding model is pro-
posed. This entropy based algorithm is used to automatically detect which attribute
is more important as relationships among features are more important compared
with understanding the meanings of attributes. Therefore all attributes can be
anonymous. Consequently, track provider can safely publish their dataset without
violating privacy. If the Entropy value is bigger, this means this attribute has a lower
certainty and is more important. For example, a small dataset has 10 subjects and
two attributes, a university location and an aﬃliation. Assume these 10 subjects are
equally distributed between 8 diﬀerent universities and they are either lecturers or
professors. The certainty of the university location attribute is 0.125 and 0.5 for the
aﬃliation attribute. Therefore, the university location is more important than the
aﬄiction as it has a higher chance of two people belonging to the same aﬃliation
category, even though they may have lower chance of knowing each other. However,
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if two people belong to the same university, they have a higher chance of knowing
each other. In this instance, a higher weight factor is assigned to this attribute.
A socially aware K-core algorithm (S-kcore) is introduced to ﬁnd the key node
based on social information, which is a modiﬁcation of the K-core algorithm. By
using S-kcore with combined weighting factors, key nodes in the networks can be
selected based on their social relationship instead of geographic information, as the
location information is restricted because of the privacy issue.
By using the generated weight factors for each anonymous attributes, unicast
data forwarding can be performed. Experiment results based on MIT Reality Mining
and Infocom 06 datasets demonstrate the proposed anonymous data forwarding
model has a very comparable delivery success ratio and end-to-end delay compared
with other multicast based routing protocols. The overall forwarding cost of the
proposed model is its main advantage, and this is especially important in an energy
and resource limited environment.
1.5 List of Publications
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the applications for delay tolerant networks and their ad-
vantages. State of the art data forwarding protocols from traditional mobile ad hoc
networks to concurrent mobile social networks are also presented.
Chapter 3 introduces two data forwarding models in human associated delay
tolerant networks, where both use multiple social attributes to improve their rout-
ing performance. The Triangle Coordinate Model uses the three most popular social
attributes to form a triangle system. Angles among each of the social attributes rep-
resents their relationship and social importance. The M-Dimension Model combines
multiple-dimensional social attributes, and is a more general model that includes all
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social attributes. All social attributes are uniﬁed and weighted, which can be used
to conduct an overall social distance between nodes. A multi-cast forwarding model
is proposed using the social distances generated from the above models to make a
routing decision. Performance evaluations are conducted based on the Infocom 06
dataset.
Chapter 4 proposes a time-varying social contact topology model to study the
routing problem in a more challenging environment. This model considers and
includes the time pattern, social attributes and geographic information. Time is an
important factor for routing in human associated delay tolerant networks, as human
behaviors have a strong time patten correlation that determines the usability of
social attributes. The geographic factor provides further information from another
angle to also help improve routing performance. The importance of these factors is
demonstrated by analyzing the MIT Reality Mining dataset.
Chapter 5 studies the privacy protection issue in human associated delay tol-
erant networks. As more and more researchers have to use real social trace ﬁles
to study the data forwarding issue in HDTNs, the data privacy issue becomes a
serious concern for the data publisher. In this chapter, an Entropy based anony-
mous attributes detection method and an improved social-aware K-core algorithm
are used to obtain the most popular node without disclosing the node’s identiﬁer
and attribute semantics. An unicast forwarding algorithm is deployed to test the
routing performance in a single copy forwarding environment.




In this chapter, related works regarding applications in delay tolerant networks and
relevant routing protocols are illustrated. As some of the literature is described in
the second section of Chapters 3 to 5, they will not be included in this chapter.
2.1 Applications in Delay Tolerant Networks
In this section, typical applications based on delay tolerant network techniques are
introduced. These applications are combined into the following four categories:
digital communication for rural areas, personal/wildlife communications, battleﬁeld
communications, disaster rescues and environmental monitoring communications.
2.1.1 Digital Communication for Rural Areas
DakNet
DakNet [PFH04] was developed by researchers from the MIT Media Lab. It provides
an asynchronous digital connection on the infrastructure of ad hoc networks. It
has been deployed in remote parts of Cambodia and India at a cost two orders of
magnitude less compared to traditional landline networks.
DakNet uses existing communications and transport infrastructure to form a
delay tolerant network, where it combines physical transportation with a wireless
data transferal function to extend Internet connectivity to a central hub, such as
14
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Figure 2.1: DakNet Topology from [PFH04]
cyberspace or a post oﬃce. As illustrated in [PFH04], DakNet does not need to relay
data over a long distance. This is an advantage because it would increase costs and
waste a lot of power. Instead, DakNet transmits data over short point-to-point links
between kiosks and portable storage devices called mobile access points (MAPs). A
MAP can exchange data among public kiosks, Internet enabled devices and non-
Internet accessed hubs by using mobile generators mounted on and powered by a
bus or motorcycle, as shown in Figure 2.1.
The point-to-point data transfers use high bandwidth with low-cost WiFi radio
transceivers. When a MAP-equipped vehicle comes within range of a WiFi-equipped
kiosk, it automatically detects the wireless connection and uploads/downloads tens
of megabytes of data. On the other hand, when the MAP-equipped vehicle comes
within range of an Internet access point, it automatically synchronizes the data gen-
erated from rural kiosks. This application creates a low-cost delay tolerant network
and asynchronous data exchange infrastructure. This process would be suﬃcient to
provide the daily information services for a small village with only one small vehicle
passing everyday.
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Figure 2.2: An Application Example based on TrainNet from [ZAC10]
TrainNet
Zarafshan-Araki and Chin [ZAC10] proposed TrainNet, a mechanical backhaul based
train to deliver non real time data by using the DTN technique which provides a
low cost and high bandwidth link. The reason to use the train instead of other
transportation methods is its ﬁxed timetable where movements are deterministic
and cover longer distances. It can also carry more storage devices to store more
data. The potential application of TrainNet intends to deliver a large non real-time
video among any city as long as it has a train station, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Trains and stations in TrainNet need to be equipped with a rack of storages,
such as a hard disk, to store, carry and forward data. Each station has a point of
presence to transfer their non real-time data from the provider to the train. Before
a train departs, a staﬀ member at the station swipes the hard disk between the
station and the train.
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KioskNet
Kroeker et al. [SKZ+06] further explored the importance of establishing a delay
tolerant networks based in rural kiosks. First of all, rural kiosks play an important
role in developing countries. Instead of a pure news agency, rural kiosks have a
functional role providing land records, and birth certiﬁcates etc. However, without a
reliable Internet connection, kiosks are unproductive. Traditional ways of connecting
kiosks primarily rely on dial up lines, the satellite terminals or long range WiFi,
where they all survive some bottleneck. For example the dial up line is slow and
unreliable, satellite terminal is too expensive and the long range WiFi needs large
scale deployment.
KioskNet extends the idea from [PFH04] to have a complete system with naming,
addressing, forwarding and routing. In this system, a kiosk controller is used to pro-
vide network boot, storage and user management functions. For those public users,
they use the kiosk controller to access the executed applications. For organization
users, such as government oﬃcials and NGO partners, they treat the kiosk controller
as a wireless hotspot to provide a DTN function (store-and-forward) to the Internet.
The main advantage of this work is the use of mechanical backhaul as ferries to carry
data to the Internet gateway as they pass a kiosk. The mechanical backhaul can be
cars, buses, motorcycles or trains. During a one way communication period (20secs
to 5mins), a 100KB to 50MB data can be transferred.
IP over DTN
Ochiai et al. [OSE09] proposed an IP over DTN architecture, where DTN is used
as a data link layer to encapsulate IP packets. Existing DTN frameworks, such
as MaxProp [BGJL06], Delay Tolerant Link State Routing (DTLSR) [DF07] and
Potential-based Entropy Adaptive Routing(PEAR) [OE08] can be used as a delivery
platform.
Traditional IP networks may fail in these challenging environments because the
physical data link layer may not exist at that moment. For applications that can
aﬀord longer time delay, a DTN framework can be used to store, carry and forward
IP packets, as shown in Figure 2.3. Since TCP can not support a larger time delay
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Figure 2.3: Example of an IP Network over DTN Framework from [OSE09]




The Pollen network was proposed by Natalie et al. in [GSM01]. Every person in the
network carries an electronic form of pollen, such as a mobile phone. These devices
can be made Pollen-ready by aﬃxing suitably programmed autonomous miniature
computers such as iButtons. iButtons, manufactured by Dallas Semiconductor (now
a subsidiary of Maxim Integrated Products), are tiny computers encased in rugged
steel containing approximately the size of a large lithium battery. The main advan-
tage of Pollen is its data exchange process does not rely on network infrastructure.
The Pollen network borrows the idea that a plant is pollinated by insects. For
example, when an insect visits a ﬂower to take nectar, it needs to move to a diﬀerent
ﬂower as some pollen rubs oﬀ. Using the same method, when a mobile device carrier
passes by an artifact, he/she can leave comments on the associated iButton and it
can also transfer pieces of pollen to other mobile devices. However, Pollen is not
suited applications requiring a fast response or guaranteed delivery. Instead, it
provides communication between large numbers of objects and devices, which are
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too expensive to be networked with the current infrastructure.
The Pollen network can support applications in two main categories. The ﬁrst
category is to provide information in context. The information can beneﬁt from the
network for diﬀusion of updates and the independence of the network. An example
of this application is the item review system, where reviews can be directly attached
to items, such as books and CDs. People can add a review and view other people’s
reviews. The second category is the aggregate network interactions that can achieve
global objectives, such as tracking the location of objects. The Pollen network allows
these kinds of applications to become better embedded in a user’s environments.
Body Area Networks
Quwaider and Biswas [QB10] introduced the delay tolerant network technique to the
Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) [QB08], [JMOdG05] to solve on body packet
routing issues in the presence of topological partitioning. As shown in Figure 2.4,
sensor nodes in WBAN are based on low-power supplied RF transceivers [XSB08],
[LZZ+06] where the signal transmission can be aﬀected by postural body movements
and clothing.
The authors in this paper developed an on body store and ﬂood routing (OBSFR)
algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1. This routing is designed to deliver the lower-
bound delay in the absence of any delays caused due to packet congestions. This
routing algorithm is ﬂooding based, where packets are sent from the source to the
destination through multiple routes and the ﬁrst copy received by the destination
indicates the minimum possible end-to-end storage delay. The target of this routing
algorithm is to minimize the end-to-end delay while ensuring low storage delay.
ZebraNet
Juang et al. [JOW+02] designed ZebraNet, a wireless sensor network designed to
track wildlife in Kenya. Costumed tracking collars carried by animals are used to
collect a zebra’s mobility pattern and send the pattern back to a mobile base station.
As the network between zebras and base stations is opportunistic, the DTN
technique is used for this system. By using the DTN technique, ZebraNet stores
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Figure 2.4: Body Area Sensor Network from [QB10]
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Algorithm 1 OBSFR Routing Algorithm from [QB10]
Assume Node i needs to forward packets to sink d
for (all node j ∈ N and j = i)
if Lti,j = 1 and j /∈ list of Node i then
Broadcast the packet;
Remove it from Node i’s buﬀer;
Break;
else
Continue buﬀering the packet at Node i
end if
After the Node i receives a packet
if the packet was not received before then
if this is not the destination then





Algorithm 2 History based Routing Protocol for ZebraNet from [JOW+02]
At each scan for neighbors
if a node is within the range of the base station then
send data to base station;
increase hierarchy level;
else
check hierarchy levels of neighbors;
send data to neighbor with the highest level and break ties randomly;
decay hierarchy level after D scans;
end if
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and forwards collected mobility patterns and receives updated information from the
mobile base station, which may not be available at a particular time. In addition,
when base stations receive data, there may be no Internet connection, and the data
has to remain at the base station. Traditionally, data is collected manually only
when researchers visit the ﬁeld and upload to the data to the Internet. This is
not eﬃcient as the goal of ZebraNet is to send collected data from each collar back
to the base station because the collar may not always be within range of the base
station, and therefore, data cannot be transfered directly. Instead, a History-based
routing protocol, as shown in Algorithm 2, is used to forward data to other collars
as intermediate storage. Eventually the data reaches the base station, where the
higher the hierarchy level, the higher the probability the node is within range of the
base station.
2.1.3 Battleﬁeld Communications
DTN for Military Missions
Free space optical communications (FSOC) [Man07] are used in battleﬁeld communi-
cation to support military missions and provide high capacity bandwidth. However,
there are many drawbacks associated with FSOC, as highlighted by Nichols et al.
in [NH07]. For example, it is very hard to point, be inquisitive and track in a long
range mobile environment. Furthermore, fog, dust and atmospheric turbulence af-
fect the performance of RF and any optical transmission, as shown in Figure 2.5.
Therefore, a local area communication system is highly demanding and delay toler-
ant network techniques can fulﬁll this requirement.
The authors of this paper develop an algorithm to overcome these drawbacks by
using DTN techniques. Details can be found in [NHTD07].
DTN for Airborne Networks
An Airborne Network (AN) is deﬁned as “an infrastructure that provides commu-
nication transport services through at least one node that is on a platform capable
of ﬂight” in [CH07]. This includes bombers, helicopters, ﬁghter jets and unmanned
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Figure 2.5: The Tactical Optical Network in Battleﬁeld from [QB10]
aerial vehicles (UAVs). An AN becomes more and more important for the Depart-
ment of Defense (DoD) because it provides services for voice commands, mission
updates, tactical video, weather information and so on. Jonson et al. [JPC+08]
proposed two AN applications based on the DTN technique.
The ﬁrst application is illustrated in Figure 2.6, where Figure 2.6.a describes an
original analog radio broadcasts voice communications to other planes. Figure 2.6.b
shows how small groups of planes exchange voice and data in a logical hub along with
spoke architecture when Tactical Digital Information Links (TADILs) are developed.
As Figures 2.6.c and 2.6.d illustrate, a plane can act as a gateway to store and
forward data and voice to other planes based on the DTN technique.
In the second application, a low orbiting airborne platform, such as a UAV, is
used as media to link two brigades together when they are far away and have been
commanded to converge on the same target. As shown in Figure 2.7, two brigades
are unable to set up a communication link to exchange data and video for the same
target. Once a UAV is called to provide air support, it collects the data and mission
from the ﬁrst brigade then ﬂies to the second brigade to update its information and
collect the new data and mission.
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Figure 2.6: DTN for Airborne Networks from [JPC+08]
Figure 2.7: Tactical Relay Between Brigades from [JPC+08]
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2.1.4 Disaster Rescues and Environment Monitoring Com-
munications
DTN for Disaster Response Communications
When a disaster occurs, people inside the aﬀected area need to report the situa-
tional awareness (SA) 1, not only for themselves, but also for the emergency res-
cue [PHL07]. Some on-line crisis report and management systems developed, such
as Ushahidi [LPS+08] and People-ﬁnder [HP09]. However, such systems do not con-
sider whether an Internet connection is available after the disaster. For example, if
an earthquake occurs, most of cellular towers are out of service. Therefore, how to
provide a reliable rescue and reporting communication platform after a disaster is a
critical issue.
Fall et al. [FIK+10] proposed to use the DTN technique to provide a reliable
backup service for Internet connectivity that may be the only choice of transferring
data to the destination. For example, if one person in a disaster has a satellite en-
abled phone, others could relay and send messages through this mobile phone. In a
worse case scenario, where no mobile devices can send or receive messages from out-
side a certain period, data can be carried towards the next available communication
point to exchange outside. The target of this system is reliable communication con-
nectivity between mobile devices when public communication infrastructure, such
as cell towers, are not available.
SeNDT
SeNDT (Sensor Network with Delay Tolerance), is developed by Trinity College
Dublin [MGH+07], has a robust sensor platform that can be deployed for long pe-
riods in harsh environments. Two main applications were developed: water quality
monitoring and environmental noise monitoring.
The water quality monitoring sensor network was used to monitor the water
quality of Irish lakes which had seen the quality steadily declining. Traditional water
1This includes both personal information and disaster situations
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quality monitoring methods take periodic samples at speciﬁc locations and analyze
them at the laboratory. However, this method is not quick enough to eﬃciently
detect phosphates and nitrates on time. After the SeNDT was deployed, water
quality samples were collected once or twice per hour compared with once every few
weeks with the traditional manual sample collection method.
Another application based on the SeNDT was the noise level monitoring system
for Dublin City Council. The purpose was to generate an environmental noise map
to combine with population distribution information to determine how many people
were aﬀected by the certain level of noise. These sensors were deployed at two
urban sites selected by Dublin City Council and main motorways around Ireland
selected by the National Roads Authority. The DTN technique was used during the
noise data collection process and the collected noise data demonstrated this system
worked well.
2.2 Routing Protocols in Delay Tolerant Networks
In this section, typical routing protocols in delay tolerant networks are presented.
These routing protocols are categorized into epidemic based routing protocols, prob-
ability based routing protocols, social concept based routing protocols and geo-
graphic based routing protocols.
2.2.1 Epidemic based Routing Protocols
Pure Epidemic
Vahdat and Becker proposed Epidemic Routing [LDS03a] in delay tolerant networks,
which relies on the theory of epidemic algorithms [VvRB03]. The routing protocol
pair-wise information of messages between nodes is eﬀective as they contact each
other to deliver messages to their destination. By using this method, messages
are quickly distributed through connected portions of the network. Through this
transitive transmission of data, messages have a high probability reaching their
destination. As illustrated in their original paper [LDS03a], Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9
demonstrate how epidemic routing works. The scenario at t1 shows the source (Node
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Figure 2.8: Epidemic Routing Scenario at t1
S) wants to send a message to the destination (Node D), but Node S only has direct
contact with its neighbors, Node C1 and C2, and no connection with the destination
and Node C3. At a later stage, t2 and Node C2 moves to the area of Node C3 and
forwards the message to Node C3. Eventually, Node D receives this message through
Node C3.
In the epidemic routing protocol, if a path to the destination is not available,
messages are buﬀed at the hosts. A summary vector is used for each of the nodes
to collect their own information and exchange it with other nodes when they make
contact. After this exchange, each node detects whether other nodes have messages
they did not receive before. If this situation occurs, the node updates its summary
vector to include new messages. Therefore, if the buﬀer space is big enough, messages
can spread like an epidemic to infect other nodes. Because it needs to determine
whether a certain message has been stored or not, a global ID is assigned to each of
messages.
Epidemic with TTL and TTS
Pure Epidemic routing [LDS03a] has a high delivery success ratio, however it does
create a signiﬁcant traﬃc load and consumes many network resources. Harras et
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Figure 2.9: Epidemic Routing Scenario at t2
al. [HABR05] used time metrics, such as TTL and TTS, to limit this ﬂooding process.
TTL (Time to Live) was used to determine how many times the message could be
alive in the network before being discarded. TTS (Time to Send) is used to determine
the waiting period before a message is sent. For example, if a node’s disconnection
time is larger than the TTS, the message would be directly dropped when received.
Furthermore, this work introduced a Passive Cure concept. The idea behind
this concept is that once a forwarding node or destination node receives a mes-
sage, it generates a Passive Cure to inform nodes in the network to prevent future
retransmissions.
Epidemic with DOA and DLE
Traditional Epidemic routing [LDS03a] does not consider the memory problem,
where it treats resources unbounded. However, mobile nodes may have limited
resources with a small buﬀer size. Therefore, the assumption of an inﬁnite buﬀer
size is not suitable for a general network model. Davis et al. [DFL01] extended
Epidemic routing by taking the buﬀer size into consideration.
Their work adopted two drop strategies: Drop Oldest (DOA) and Drop Least
Encountered (DLE). DOA is a strategy to drop the longest packet in the network
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because if a packet has the longest time in the network, it has most likely been
delivered. The second strategy, DLE, is based on the estimated delivery ability.
DLE is a history based analysis method to predict the future encountered trend.
Experiment results show the DLE is better than DOA.
Epidemic with Immunity
Some popular inter-nodes in DTN are selected to store and forward multiple copies
based on Epidemic routing to achieve a higher delivery success ratio, even though
its end-to-end delay is also higher. Mundur et al. [MSL08] introduced the immunity
concept, where an immunity-list is exchanged whenever nodes are encountered, to
prevent those duplicated store and forward processes. Using this technique means
the performances of storage utilization are improved and the delay decreases.
The immunity list is similar to the vector as the list is exchanged with oth-
ers and updated once nodes are encountered. This list includes message IDs that
have already been delivered to the destination. By using the immunity list, further
forwarding processes are prevented when two nodes encounter each other again.
Experiment results show this routing protocol can delivery messages in a higher
percentage of the total workload with lower end to end delay.
SERAC
Tower et al. [TL08] further studied the resource consummation issue in Epidemic
routing by proposing a Scheme for Epidemic Routing with Active Curing (SERAC).
This work is an extension based on [HABR05], who deployed active curing, instead
of passive curing. Although passive curing can reduce the message ﬂooding and
improve the resource usage, it is not completely healed in very large networks.
The main contribution of this work is to make cures (ACK messages) propagate
in a more aggressive way. This is much faster and more complete than the orig-
inal infection process with limited resource consumption. Low-power radio based
applications can be conducted using this DTN routing protocol.
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Spray and Wait
Spyropoulos et al. [SPR05] proposed the Spray and Wait routing protocol. Spray
and Wait takes advantage of Epidemic routing [LDS03a] with its faster transmission
and higher delivery success ratio. Spyropoulos et al. also deployed a direct unicast
forwarding process. Spray and Wait has two steps: the Spray Step and the Wait
Step. In the Spray Step, a multi-cast process is performed to send L copies from a
source to the inter-nodes. In the Wait Step, inter-nodes, whom receive copies during
the Spray Step, use the uni-cast to directly transfer a single copy to its destination.
Actually, Spray and Wait routing is a trade oﬀ between multi-cast and uni-cast
forwarding.
According to other work did by Spyropoulos et al. [SPR04], the upper bound of
the expected delay (ED) using Spray and Wait routing (EDsw) with M nodes, and
L messages in transmission range K is:






where Hn is the n
th Harmonic Number [PS03] and EDdt is the expected delay
of direct transmission:
EDdt = 0.5N(0.34logN)−
2K+1 −K − 2
2K − 1
(2.2)
Therefore to get the minimum number of messages Lmin to be transmitted, it






Furthermore, Spyropoulos et al. introduced a binary Spray and Wait method.
In the Spray Step, every node only forwards n/2 message, where n is the total
number of messages copies and n > 1, to its encountered node and keeps the rest
of the copies. When only one copy is left, this node uses the Wait Step to perform
direct transmission.
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2.2.2 Probability based Routing Protocols
PREP
Ramanathan [RHB+07] introduced PRioritized EPidemic (PRER) routing to choose
the most dropped nodes to reduce the resource usage without aﬀecting the delivery
success ratio. It selection criteria has four parameters: the current cost to destina-
tion, the current cost from source, the packet expiry time and the packet generation
time. To measure the costs, the average availability, is used as a metric to quantify
the available probability of a link in the near future.
Instead of keeping the storage and bandwidth utilization at a low level, PREP
utilizes these resources by dropping only when necessary. PREP has two modu-
lars: independent components and priority scheme. The independent component
estimates the routing cost from a given node to the destination based on the overall
topology view. The priority scheme includes the deleting and transmitting pro-
cess. The deleting process is used whenever the buﬀer usage exceeds the pre-deﬁned
threshold and the transmission process is used whenever there is no transmission
appearing in the last T seconds.
RAPID
Balasubramanian et al. [BLV07] proposed a resource allocation protocol for inten-
tional DTN (RAPID) routing. This routing decision is based on the optimization
of the utility resource allocation. By using RAPID, nodes replicate the packet with
the highest increase in utility in its local memory. There are three main components
of RAPID: a selection algorithm to determine the packets needed to be replicated;
an inference algorithm to estimate the packet’s utility value; and a control channel
to propagate the metadata. The forwarding algorithm of RAPID is illustrated in
Algorithm 3.
MV
Burns et al. [BBL05] proposed the Meeting-Visit routing protocol (MV) that takes
history information into consideration, such as frequency of meetings and their visits
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Algorithm 3 RAPID Routing Protocol from [BLV07]
Assumation There are two nodes, NodeX and Node Y , in the same transmission
range and Node X needs to decide how to replicate its carried packets to Node
Y .
Step 1. Initialization: Node Y obtains metadata, which includes Node Y
packet’s replication data, such as frequency of replication and location informa-
tion, and transfer history information from its buﬀer. This metadata to Node
X .
Step 2. Direct Delivery: Node X checks whether it has packet, which desti-
nation is Node Y . If it does, this packet is directly transfered to Node Y .
Step 3. Replication: For each packet i in Node X’s buﬀer
if Packet i is detected in Node Y ’s buﬀer based on the exchanged metadata then
Packet i is dropped
else
Estimate marginal utility of replicating i to Node Y and replicate packets in
decreasing order.
end if
Step 4. Termination: When all packets are replicated or the transmission radio
is lost, Node X ends this transfer.
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times at a certain location. The main forwarding selection criteria is based on the
delivery probability P kn (i), which calculates the delivery probability from current
Node k to the destination Node i within n hops. Its formula is represented below,
where mjk is the meeting probability of Node j and Node k during the last t round.
It equals the number of visit times in the same area divided by the t.






Based on this delivery probability, the MV routing algorithm can be represented
as Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 MV Routing Protocol [BBL05]
Step 1: When Node X meets Node Y , it exchanges a carried message list with
its delivery probability.
Step 2: Node X sorts the list based on the updated delivery probability and
removes its own messages with a lower probability compared with the list obtained
from Node Y .
Step 3. Replication: Node X selects the top n messages to forward to and
request those un-stored messages from Node Y
2.2.3 Social Concept based Routing Protocols
SGBR
Abdelkader et al. [ANN+12] proposed a Social Groups based Routing (SGBR).
SGBR is a multi-cast routing protocol that takes advantage of social grouping among
networks to improve the delivery performance without increasing network traﬃc. If
nodes belong to the same social group, they are expected to have the same social
behaviors and meet each other more frequently. Therefore, every node in a social
group may treat itself as a representative of its social group and tend to contact
nodes in other social groups if it needs to send a packet outside of its own social
group. Abedelkader et al. proved the delivery probability of replicating a message
to other social groups is much higher than replicating the message within the same
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social group.
To measure the strength of two nodes, the degree of connectivity (τab) is used to
quantify the meeting frequency between Node a and Node b. The following Equation
is the updating process of τab, where α is the updating factor, α ∈ (0, 1], γ is the
aging constant, γ ∈ [0, 1], and k is the number of elapsed times since the last time
two nodes met. The pseudo-code for SGBR is illustrated in Algorithm 5
τab = (τab)oldγ
k + (1− (τab)oldγ
k)α (2.5)
CAR
Context-Aware Routing (CAR) [MM09] utilizes contextual information to predict
the probability of packet delivery, where the delivery probability is synthesized lo-
cally from contextual information. The contextual information may include mobility
attributes, battery level, link loss ratio or the co-location attribute. In CAR, the
current context information is useless, as it is changeable and dependent on the con-
text of routing at the time. Instead the routing decision is based on the prediction
of future context attribute values.
To achieve the best attributes to represent the relevant aspects of the system
for message delivery, the Weights Method [JS76] is applied to maximize the utility





where wi is the signiﬁcance weight to reﬂect the relative importance of each goal.
Once the maximized utility function is ready, it is applied by CAR to choose the
node to deliver a message to its destination.
Friendship based Routing Protocol
Bulut and Szymanski introduced a friendship based routing protocol in their work [BS12]
and [BS10]. This protocol measures three friendship behavior features, such as
frequency, longevity and regularity from nodes’ encounter history. The frequency
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Algorithm 5 Social Based Routing Protocol from [ANN+12]
Input: Node a, Node b and ContactDuration
Node a and Node b drop the packets, where their lifetime is expired.
Summary vectors are exchanged between Node a and Node b. This summary
vector includes a list of all the packet IDs.
Prepare the Age factor to calculate the degree of connectivity between Node a
and Node b, which is equal to CurrentT ime− LastMeetintT ime(a, b)
τab = (τab)oldγ
Age + (1− (τab)oldγ
Age)α
if ContactDuration > 0 then
Packets in Node a are sorted with minimum hops coming ﬁrst and assuming
the ﬁrst packet from Node a is pkt
if pkt was not received by Node b before then
if The destination of pkt is Node b then
Node a direct forward the pkt to Node b and
else
if τab < ConnectivityThreshold then
pkt is sent from Node a to Node b
if τab > DroppingThreshold then




The ContactDuration is updated to the ContactDuration− size(pkt)
end if
end if
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means the average inter-connecting time and the regularity means the variance of
the inter-connecting time.
For the directly connected nodes, a social pressure metric (SPM) is used to
measure a social pressure to motivate two nodes, Node i and Node j, to meet with
each other, where f(t) represents how much time is left before the next two nodes
meet at time t. The link quality (wi,j) measures how close the friendship and it is
the inverse of the SPM. A larger link quality value, the better the relationship is.
Based on this link quality, the one hop friendship community can be deﬁned as a







For indirectly connected nodes, eg, node i contacts node k through node j, a
relative social pressure metric (RSPM) equation is proposed, where the ta,x means
there is number of x indirect contacts occurring at stage ta. The link quality from
















Instead of directly detecting the SPM from two connected nodes, indirected
nodes need to update PSPM whenever they meet. To form a two hop friendship
community, both wi,j and wi,j,k need to be bigger than the threshold. Based on these
one hop and two hops friendship communities, the forwarding process is conducted,
as shown in Algorithm 6.
Pi
Lu et al. [LLZ+10] proposed a Practical incentive (Pi) routing protocol to address
the selﬁshness problem in DTNs. Instead of avoiding selﬁsh behaviors, this pa-
per takes advantage of naturally selﬁsh human behaviors to apply the layered coin
model [ZLL+08] to create a credit and reputation based incentive model. In this
model, if an inter-node can successfully forward a packet to the destination, it is
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Algorithm 6 Friendship based Routing Protocol from [BS12]
Node i has a message M need to be forward to Node d. However, they are not
connected directly and Node j is the one hop neighbor of Node i
if Node j has a strong friendship with Node d compared with Node i then
if Node d ∈ The friendship community of Node j then
The message M is forwarded from Node i to Node j
else
Node i waits until the next available forwarding node
end if
else
Node i waits until the next available forwarding node
end if
credited from the source node. Even if the destination node cannot receive the
packet, the inter-node can still be created by a trusted authority as long as it takes
the forwarding process. Details of forwarding and rewarding processes are illustrated
in Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8.
SEDUM
Li and Shen [LS13] proposed a social network oriented duration utility based dis-
tributed multicopy routing protocol (SEDUM) for DTNs. The duration utility
measures the coloration and familiar stranger attributes of nodes in mobile social
network. This is the ratio of total contact duration between two nodes over a
time period, where a higher duration utility indicates a higher message transmission






where t(i,j)(k) indicates the encounter duration of the kth encounter, f is the
contact frequency between nodes i and j and fT indicates the total contacts during
the time period T .
SEDUM has three phases: the replicating phase, the forwarding phase, and the
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Algorithm 7 Bundle Forwarding for Pi from [LLZ+10]
When node N1 receives a message and wants to forward it to the location L1,
a holding time (Th) is used to set up a waiting period to select the best next
available node to the bundle B
if A node (N2) is interested in forwarding within (Th) then
Node N1 checks the possible location (L2) which Node N2 can carry the bundle
B to
if Compared with location L1, L2 is closer to the destination D then
Bundle B is forwarded to node N2
else
N1 continues to wait other inter-nodes within the holding time period
end if
else
The bundle B is dropped
end if
Algorithm 8 Incentive Model for Pi from [LLZ+10]
The trusted authority obtains valid signatures from the last intermediate node Nl
The trusted authority analyzes these signatures and generates the location infor-
mation for each of the signatures
The actual relay distance (Disi) of node Ni is measured
while 1  i  l do
The source node has been charged Ci = Li × CIP from its personal credit
account, where the CIP is the unit credit value deﬁned by the incentive policy.
Ci is stored into Ni’s personal credit account and Disi×RIP reputation values
are awarded into Ni’s personal reputation account, where the RIP is the unit
reputation value deﬁned by the incentive policy
end while
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clearing phase. The replicating phase is the initial broadcast process to send a
replicated copy to diﬀerent nodes. The forwarding phase always forwards messages
to another node with a higher duration utility. The clearing phase broadcasts dis-
card message notiﬁcations once the destination node receives the message. In the
forwarding phase, it utilizes the buﬀer management by introducing the core-replica
concept. A core-replica has a higher priority stay in the buﬀer compared with
non-core-replicas, with a core-replica having a higher delivery utility. Algorithm 9
illustrates this in detail.
SocialCast
Costa et al. [CMMP08] proposed a SocialCast routing protocol for publish-subscribe,
where published messages are only sent to nodes with the same subscribed interests.
The routing decision for SocialCast is based on the metrics of social interaction, such
as connectivity changes. SocialCast has four phases: interest dissemination, carrier
selection, message dissemination and message publishing. These are summarized as
follows:
1. Interest Dissemination: Nodes broadcast and exchange a summary vector,
which includes a list of interests and associating utility values for its one hop
neighbors.
2. Carrier Selection: The utility values of a certain interest for each of the one
hop neighbors are compared, where the highest utility node is selected as the
next carrier.
3. Message Dissemination: The content is re-evaluated based on the utilities
and the message is forwarded to the best carrier.
4. Message Publishing: Once a message is published, it is stored into the local
buﬀer.
Based on the above four phases, its routing protocol is designed and illustrated
as Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 9 Message Forwarding and Buﬀer Management in SEDUM from [LS13]
When Node i wants to send a message to Node j and their duration utilities are
Ui and Uj
for Each message M in the buﬀer of Node i do
if Uj > Ui then
message M is sent to Node j
end if
end for
When Node i receives a message M from Node j
for Each received message M from Node j with the duration utility value as Uj
do
if The buﬀer in Node i is not full then
Node i receives the message M
else if Messages in Node i’s buﬀer are all core-replicas then
Node i rejects to receive the message M from Node j
else if Message M is a non-core-replica then
if Uj has the lowest duration utility value compared with other messages in
Node i’s buﬀer then
Node i rejects to receive the message M
else
Node i receives the message M by replacing it with the lowest duration
utility message in its buﬀer
end if
else
Node i receives the messageM by replacing it with the lowest duration utility
message in its buﬀer
end if
end for
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Algorithm 10 SocialCast Routing Protocol from [CMMP08]
The utility value for interest I is updated based on its mobility and co-location
information.
A control message c is created and broadcasted to its one hop neighbors, which
includes the node’s utility value (U), the interests (I)
for all messages (m) in its Buﬀer (B)
if the utility value of interest I in neighbor Node n is bigger than other local
nodes utilities values then
Node n is selected as the next carrier node
if Message m includes the interest I then
Message m is sent to Node n
The TTL of message m is updated
end if
end if
2.2.4 Geographic based Routing Protocols
Vector Routing
Kang and Kim proposed vector routing in delay tolerant networks [KK08] using the
nodes own location information to calculate their velocity and direction to destina-
tion to reduce the overhead without decreasing the delivery success ratio. A mobile
node uses its current vector Vcur and history movement patten to predict a future
vector. If two nodes are moving in the same direction, the replication of packets for
both of nodes is not eﬃcient. On the other hand, if they move in diﬀerent directions,
it is necessary to forward packets to both nodes. In vector routing, nodes moving
in an orthogonal direction have a higher packet replication frequency compared to
nodes in similar or opposite directions.
Furthermore, the velocity factor is also taken into consideration. If two nodes
move in the same direction, but the ﬁrst node is faster than the second, packets
may be forwarded to the faster node instead of replicating the slower node again.
Simulations conducted from the ns-2 platform demonstrated that vector routing has
a similar delivery success ratio compared with Epidemic routing, but with 28% less
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Figure 2.10: Example of an Angle Calculation for SD-MPAR from [YCH09]
traﬃc than random way-point model and 38% less traﬃc than Manhattan mobility
model.
SD-MPAR
Yin et al. [YCH09] proposed a similarity degree based mobility pattern aware routing
in DNTs (SD-MPAR). This uses GPS to detect the location of nodes and calculates
their mobility pattern, where the more identical the mobility pattern, the more stable
their relative positions. The mobility pattern used in this paper is the intermediate
node’s (Node r) speed direction to the destination node (Node d), which is an angle
(θrd) illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Based on the nodes location information and the weight controller (λi), a Similar-
ity Degree (f(r, d)) is proposed to select the next forwarding node with the highest
similarity degree in the source node’s one hop neighbor area.





(xr − xd)2 + (yr − yd)2
(2.11)
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Location-aware Routing for DTNs
Tian and Li proposed [TL10] a location-aware routing protocol to study the node
isolation issue in DTNs. In this routing protocol, analysis of both the location
information and social network structure is conducted. If the current node is in the
same component as the destination node, Algorithm 11 is used to compare the next
encountered node and perform the forwarding process. At this stage metrics used
to qualify the dependent level of a certain destination, such as the one used in the
Greedy strategy [ECCD07].
Algorithm 11 Location-aware Routing with Current Node and Destination Node
in the Same Component from [TL10]
For each encountered node (E)
if The metric for Node E is bigger than the current node’s metric then
The message M is forwarded to Node E
else
Wait for next available nodes
end if
Furthermore, Tian and Li diﬀerentiated the operations of forwarding and repli-
cating. In their paper, a node can forward a message to an encounter node once
only and then it becomes forwarding inactive, even though it can replicate a mes-
sage to other nodes without such constraint. Therefore, if the encountered node is
in a diﬀerent component to the destination node, Algorithm 12 is used to make the
decision on either forwarding or replicating the message.
Algorithm 12 Location-aware Routing with Current Node and Destination Node
in the Diﬀerent Component from [TL10]
For each encountered node (E)
if The current node is the source node and does not meet Node E before then
The message M is replicated to Node E
else
The message M is forwarded to Node E
end if
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LAR
Ko and Vaidya [KV00] proposed location aided routing (LAR) to show how to use
the location information to reduce routing overhead by limiting the search space for
a certain route. The traditional routing discovery process is based on the ﬂooding
process, where source nodes broadcast route request messages. When an inter-node
receives this request message, it compares the message’ destination with its own
identiﬁer. If they match, this message arrives at the ﬁnal destination, otherwise the
inter-node needs to broadcast this message again.
LAR uses location information to reduce the number of propagated nodes where
they deﬁne two concepts: the expected zone and the request zone. The expected
zone is a location where a certain node has stayed before. With the expected zone
in mind, the forwarding process can bypass lots of useless inter-nodes. If the source
node has no idea where the expected zone is, the entire region then becomes the
expected zone and the ﬂooding process is deployed. The request zone deﬁnes a
route requesting area (ﬂooding area), which includes the expected zone and its
surrounding zones. Therefore, the size of the request zone determines the routing
performance and the network overhead. One potential method to determine the size
of the request zone based LAR is to ﬁnd the smallest rectangle that includes the
current location and the expected zone. This expected zone is a circle area, where
its center location is the previous location of the destination node and its radius is
the product of the time period and the node’s movement speed. Therefore, the size
of this request zone is subject to the average node’s movement speed and the time





This chapter introduces how to use multiple dimensional social attributes to im-
prove the data forwarding performance in human associated delay tolerant networks
(HDTNs). As mobile nodes in HDTNs are carried by humans, data forwarding
processes are determined by human social behaviors [CHC+07]. If a node has two
or more social attributes, it can be treated as a social hub (popular nodes with
many social attributes), where characteristics with other nodes are shared in the
overlapping area of the attributes.
In Figure 3.1, for example, a simple hierarchical work structure in a university
faculty is shown. Individuals are sorted by their aﬃliations within the faculty. If
Student A wants to contact the Head of School, they are not connected directly,
Student A can either go through Lecturer B and Unit Chair D or Tutor C and Unit
Chair E to the Head of School. Either path needs two inter-nodes. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 3.2, people are directly linked by their social habits, where
Student A and Person X are football club members, and Head of School and Person
X both swim in the same club. In this case, if Student A wants to send a message
to the Head of School, he can do so through Person X , which is only need one hop
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Figure 3.2: Example of the Connections of a Person in Figure 3.1 from a Social
Habit Point of View
social characteristics if mobile devices are carried by humans.
The Multiple Dimensional Model includes two parts: the social distance calcula-
tion and the multi-cast forwarding. The ﬁrst part introduces the method to combine
diﬀerent social attributes from diﬀerent dimensions that includes two sub-models.
One combination is the three most useful dimensions into a single coordinate sys-
tem, called the Triangle (3-Dimensional) Coordinate system. The second sub-model
is the M-Dimension Model which is a general model to include as many social di-
mensions as possible. The multi-cast selection and forwarding process uses a social
distance calculation function to compare and generate all available routes in its one
hop neighbor sets and perform the multi-cast process. Brieﬂy, the multiple dimen-
sion routing scheme can be described as a re-modeling of the network, assigning
a random coordinate to each social dimension. Each mobile node is assigned an
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identiﬁcation, vector formed by attributes in diﬀerent social dimensions. The so-
cial distance between two nodes is computed by weighing the sum of the diﬀerent
attributes in each dimension.
3.2 Literature Review
In this section, relevant routing protocols used in this chapter are addressed in
detail, including PRoPHET and Simbet. Some social concepts used for the multiple
dimensional model are also discussed.
3.2.1 Routing Protocols with Social Behaviors
PRoPHET
PRoPHET (Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of Encounters and Tran-
sitivity) was proposed by Lindgren et al. in [LDS03b]. In this work, it estimates
a probabilistic metric, P(a,b), for each node, a, to its every known destination b, as
shown in Equation 3.1. PRoPHET uses this metric to make a decision on how to
select the next forwarding node in its local neighbors. When two nodes meet, a
summary vectors and a delivery predictability vector containing the delivery pre-
dictability information for a destination known by the nodes is exchanged.
P(a,b) = P(a,b)old + (1− P(a,b)old)× Pinit (3.1)
Furthermore, the delivery predictability of PRoPHET also has a transitive prop-
erty that analyzes the encounter frequency among Nodes a, b and c. If Node a has
a high encounter frequency with Node b, and Node b also has a high encounter fre-
quency with Node c, then Node a is a potential node to forward messages to Node
c. The delivery probability between Node a and Node c is:
P(a,c) = P(a,c)old + (1− P(a,c)old)× P(a,b) × P(b,c) × β (3.2)
For the above equations, both Pinit and β are in a range of [0, 1], where Pinit
is an initialization constant of P(a,b) and β is a scaling constant. Based on these
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probabilities, multiple destinations can be selected to forward messages to.
Simbet
Daly and Haahr [DH09] proposed the combination of centrality, tie strengths, and tie
predictors as highly useful in routing decision making, if the network exhibits a social
structure. It uses SimBetTSUtil to combine these three factors, where the bridging
capability of nodes is measured by the betweenness aspect of the SimBetTSUtil.
Nodes socially similar to the destination are identiﬁed by the similarity, and the
link availability is measured by the tie strength of SimBetTSUtil.
SimBetTSUtil calculates similarity and the betweenness centrality based on ego
networks, and allows for distributed implementation. More importantly, egocentric
calculations overcome the drawback of socio-centric networks to obtain local infor-
mation, as socio-centric networks need to use global information. To summarize,
compared with node m, TSUtiln is used to represent the tie strength utility, and
BetUtiln is used to represent the betweenness utility, and SimUtiln represents the
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where U = {TSUtil, SimUtil, BetUtil}. To select the delivery node from Node
n and Node m, a comparison needs to be made about which one is larger from either
SimBetTSUtiln(d) and SimBetTSUtilm(d).
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3.2.2 Social Concepts
Homophily
Similar characteristics between individuals generally result in a bond between two
people. The saying “birds of a feather ﬂock together” suggests [MLC01] people with
diﬀerent characteristics, such as gender, age or educational background tend to have
very diﬀerent qualities. Alternatively, people with similar interests, backgrounds or
beliefs tend to form stronger relationships than those with dissimilar ones [LM54].
Individuals with less in common are less likely to develop or maintain a strong tie,
and therefore a pathway of communication between them will not be as strong.
This phenomenon, known as homophily [MLC01], suggests contact between similar
people occurs at a higher rate than dissimilar people and their social characteristics
are translated into network distance. For example, people with a common interest
may belong to the same social club and physical space at the same time.
The structure of a social network is greatly inﬂuenced by principle. Individuals
form groups or cliques in a given social network largely depending on their shared at-
tributes. These attributes can include similar interests, backgrounds, socioeconomic
status, family ties, generation, age, aﬃliation, career or education, etc. Because
such similarities connect (and disconnect) nodes in a powerful way, and therefore
dictate the ﬂow of information in a given social network, eﬃcient message pathways
with fewer hops are inevitably created, and reused if deemed to be dependable over
time.
Small World Theory
In addition to homophily, small world theory [Mil67] is also addressed, and is often
referred to as the “six degrees of separation”. This theory suggests every individual
can be connected to another individual through a chain of individuals who know
each other. Essentially, each person is connected to every other through a number
of connections or “hops”. An experiment conducted by Milgram [Mil67] proved the
“six degrees of separation” theory. In this experiment, several letters were sent to
one stockbroker in Boston. Milgram distributed these letters to a random selection
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of people in Nebraska and Kansas, with instructions for the letters to be sent to the
stockbroker by passing them from person to person. In addition, the letters could
only be sent to someone whom the current holder knew on a ﬁrst-name basis. The
result of Migram’s experiment showed that only 25% of missives reached the ﬁnal
destination.
This experiment also demonstrated that our closest connections are stronger
than our furthest connections. A direct connection in a social network signiﬁes that
two individuals know each other directly. For example, person A and person B are
directly connected. If person A wishes to send a message to person B, the most
eﬃcient way to do so is to use the existing direct path between them. Through
person A, person B can be made aware of all of A’s direct connections. If person
B wishes to send a message to any of them, she would most likely do so using her
direct path to A, and A’s direct path to the desired node.
Key Paths
Friedkin et al. [Fri04] suggested key paths, where the most used and important
paths are those that take one or two hops, sometimes three. In other words the
important or most used paths in a social network are only three hops or less away
from the initial node. The stronger a relationship tie, the more traﬃc, and the more
direct the connection. Severing such a connection would naturally stop traﬃc down
a direct path between two respective nodes and possibly create a new path, often
increasing the number of steps for information to ﬂow from one node to the other, as
other nodes quickly become carriers. Over time, if the frequency of communication
increases, the connection between the nodes may strengthen and thus the number of
hops between source and destination may decrease, and lead to more direct pathways
within the clique.
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Figure 3.3: A 3-Dimensional Data Series
3.3 3-Dimensional Coordinate Model
3.3.1 Triangle Coordination System
The 3-Dimensional Coordinate Model puts the three most useful social attributes
together by calculating the pair-wise correlations to obtain the relationships among
the three attributes. In general, for a 3-dimensional coordinate system, the three
data series in vectors can be deﬁned as X, Y, and Z, such as in Figure 3.3. To form
a right triangle, an adjacent side or a hypotenuse needs to be determined. As the
side of the hypotenuse is greater than the adjacent side, it can be distinguished by
using the following equations to adjust the increments in X and Y, where the T is
represented as matrices/vectors transpose.
• (XTX)−1XTY > 1 means when X increases by 1 unit, Y increases by more
than 1 unit, which indicates that X is the adjacent side;
• (XTX)−1XTY < 1 means when X increases by 1 unit, Y increases by more
than 1 unit, which indicates that X is the hypotenuse;
• (XTX)−1XTY = 1 means the angle between X and Y is already a right angle
and there is no need for scaling.
To form a right triangle, Z needs to satisfy the following two conditions:
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(XTX)−1XTZ < 1 (3.7)
(Y TY )−1Y TZ < 1 (3.8)
Therefore, the estimated angle between Y and X is
θY X = cos
−1[(Y TY )−1Y TX] (3.9)
between Y and Z is:
θY Z = cos
−1[(Y TY )−1Y TZ] (3.10)
between X and Z is:
θXZ = cos
−1[(XTX)−1XTZ] (3.11)
With the three sides (aspects) X, Y and Z, a triangular body can be formed, as
shown in Figure 3.4. There are three sides of the base on a triangular body. If Z is





The side forming a triangle on the X-Z plane is:
CXZ = tan(θXZ) (3.13)
The side forming a triangle on the Y-Z plane is:
CY Z = tan(θY Z) (3.14)









and hence the height of this base triangle is:
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Figure 3.4: A 3-Dimensional Triangle Coordinate System
CK = CXZ sin(α) (3.16)
With CK , the angle between Z and X-Y plane can be calculated as:
The angle between z and the x-y plane is:
η = tan−1(CK) (3.17)
Therefore, X is kept as the x-axis. To rotate Z to the z-axis, which is perpen-
dicular to both the x and the y axis, it needs to be multiplied by sin(η), that is, all
data pointing to Z is scaled by a factor of sin(η). To rotate Y to the y-axis, which
is perpendicular to both the x and the z axis, Y needs to be multiplied by sin(θY X),
that is, every data point in Y will be scaled by a factor of sin(θY X).
3.3.2 Social Distance Calculation
All individuals have their own position in this xyz 3-dimensional coordinate. For a
particular individual i, its position vector in the xyz coordinate will be:
V (i) = (Xi, Yi sin(θY X), Zi sin(η)) (3.18)
and hence the social distance between Node i and Node j can be deﬁned as
Function 3.19










3.4 M-Dimension: Multi-Dimensional Modeling
In M-Dimension, the socializing network structure is built on top of the geographic
topology. Nodes are grouped into diﬀerent clusters according to their social char-
acteristics, such as occupation and interests. The foundation of M-Dimension is to
model a network from diﬀerent social dimensions. Attributes in social dimensions
are taken from social concepts covered in Section 3.2.2. One such attribute, based
on the concept of homophily, is Common Interests. However, some homophily char-
acteristics are more eﬀective than others. For example, age is less eﬀective than
family in linking nodes since the possible values of age are numerous and therefore,
can often fail in linking isolated groups of nodes as eﬀectively as family links. Indi-
viduals are more likely to have a strong relationship tie with someone in the same
family instead of someone who only shares the same age. Thus a high weight value
can be assigned to the family dimension, where the weight factor is used to represent
the importance of each dimension.
3.4.1 Uniﬁcation Process and Weight Factor
Each node in this model can be identiﬁed as a H-dimensional coordinate vector,
v(n) with the h-tuple:
v(n) =< v1, v2, ..., vh > (3.20)
where vi is the attribute value of node n in the ith dimension.
To obtain local information, M-Dimension uses Probe Messages to exchange
local information of nodes and store this information within the local memories of
nodes. Each Probe Message contains local information of the source node and a
sequence number used by the receiver to identify the duplicated Probe Messages.
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Nodes exchange their routing information with their local neighbors with a higher
frequency. The shorter the distance, the more Probe Messages generated. This
approach simulates the social phenomenon, where social nodes are likely to maintain
up-to-date information of nodes that share similar social interests.
Following the deﬁnition from Watts et al. in [WDN02], the distance of nodes
on the same level is equal to 0. As the example in Figure 3.1 shows, each level
between layers delimits a distance equal to 1, meaning the distance between the
Head of School and Unit Chairs is 1, or the Head of School and Student A is 3. To
clarify this concept, when applied to a real social environment, if a Head of School
has to communicate with a student (A), the distance is used to deﬁne how complex
the path is. As in real life, the Head of School has little contact with students,
therefore the probability of them meeting with each other is relative low. Instead,
they can use inter-nodes in other social communities to form a path reﬂecting the
real life behavior in a social network, as shown in Figure 3.2. From the evaluation
results, they show this hierarchy structure is the most common method for describing
behavior and communication models in the organizations.
When combining and calculating social distances among diﬀerent dimensions, it
can not directly use the function proposed by Watts et al. in [WDN02]. Instead, all
dimensions should be uniﬁed ﬁrst and diﬀerent weights should be applied to quantify
the most important dimension.
The uniﬁcation process is applied to calculate the signiﬁcance of the individual
dimension compared with the whole dimension, including all nodes. The individual
dimension has its own unique identiﬁcation, and representative values may vary for
each dimension. After the uniﬁcation process, each individual should be represented
by a percentage vector instead of the original vector as listed in Equation 3.20. For
example, assume network A has n nodes and m dimensions. This network can be
represented as:






























For a certain node in network A, the percentage of each individual dimension


































































As mentioned at the beginning of this section, even though two dimensions both
have homophilic characteristics, one may be more important than the other. In
order to measure these diﬀerences, the weighting process is applied to calculate
weight factor, w, which identiﬁes how important a certain dimension is as opposed
to another dimension for a certain node. Assume a node has h dimensions in total
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As long as the uniﬁcation process is completed and the weight factors are col-
lected, the overall social distance, with multiple dimensions involved, between two
nodes can be generated.
To obtain local information, M-Dimension uses Probe Messages to exchange the
local information of nodes and store the information within the nodes’ local memory.
In this model, nodes exchange their routing information with local neighbors with
a higher frequency. The shorter the distance, the more Probe Messages generated.
This approach simulates the social phenomenon, where social nodes are likely to
maintain up-to-date information of nodes that share similar social interests. Each
Probe Message contains local information of the source node and a sequence number,
used by the receiver to identify the duplicated Probe Messages.
3.4.2 Social Distance Calculation
The social distance between two nodes is based on uniﬁed values and weight factors
to calculate the overall distance from candidature set to destination, where the
candidature set is the one hop neighbor source set. For example, in Figure 3.5, the
candidature set for Node S includes nodes M1, M2, · · · , Mh. Therefore vectors for
Nodes S’s destination and candidature set are:
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As the target of this model is eﬃcient route packeting to the destination, the
destination’s weight factors are used as domain factors. After the uniﬁcation process,
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With the above information, the social distance between a candidature node
Mi and destination node D can be calculated by the dist(Mi, D) function. As







When diﬀerent weight factors for distance computations are given, the route is
considered as giving priority to diﬀerent dimensions.
3.5 Multi-cast Selection and Forwarding
In traditional forwarding processes, a simple task is to choose where to forward
to. This requires choosing the source node’s neighbor with the shortest path to
destination. In normal circumstances, messages are only sent to a single node, as
the reliability of paths is relatively high. However as the topology is always changing
in human associated delay tolerant networks, when a node receives a message, it may
not be able to ﬁnd an available path to the destination at that particular time period,
and therefore the message needs to be stored for a while until another node arrives
to its neighbor area. This means, the decision making process for HDTNs can only
be made in that particular situation. Hence, it requires multi-cast to increase the
probability a message will be delivered to its destination.
In HDTNs, the multi-cast selection process is based on the Social Distance Func-
tion (Function 3.24) to select suitable inter-nodes from a candidature set. These
selected inter-nodes are used to store and forward packets.
The details of the selection and forwarding process is described in Algorithm 13,
where the source, Node S, generates all available social distances from its candida-
ture set to their destinations. Based on the number of nodes in candidature sets and
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Figure 3.5: The Multi-cast model
the network change speed, an estimated delivery percentage is given to direct how
many inter-nodes need to be selected and forwarded. Once inter-nodes are selected,
Node S multi-casts packets to them. When an inter-node receives a packet, it checks
the packet’s time stamp and the TTL to decide whether or not to multi-cast this
packet again.
Algorithm 13: Multi-cast Selection Algorithm
Step 1: Node S uses the Distance Algorithm 3.24 to generate all available social
distances, Sdist[i], from its candidature set to the destination.
Set i = 1
Assume k is the size of candidature set and use S1, S2, · · · , Sk to represent nodes
inside the candidature set of node S
while i < k do
Sdist[i] = dist(Si, D)
i++
end while
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Step 2: Sort Sdist[i] in ascending order
Set u = 0, j = k
while u < k do
while j > u do
if Sdist[j − 1] > Sdist[j] then






Step 3: Use S ′ to represent the selected inter-nodes from the candidature set of
Node S and use P to represent the estimated delivery percentage value.
Node S forwards message to those selected S ′ with a certain TTL and a packet
ID (PID).
Set r = 0, v = k ∗ P 	+ 1





Step 4: Once an inter-node receives the forward packet, it will check the packet
ID to see whether this packet has been received or not. If the inter-node does not
receive this packet and the TTL is not equal to 0, it will repeat step 1, 2, and
3 to multi-cast this packet to the next available inter-nodes until the destination
receives this packet.
1Function Forward() and GetNode() are created to forward messages and ﬁnd the crossroading
node’s IDs.
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3.6 Experiment Results and Analysis
To study the performance of the proposed models, the Triangle Coordinate Model
and the M-Dimension Model are compared with each other across diﬀerent sce-
narios. Furthermore, to achieve more general results, an automatically attributes
generating model using the K-Clique technique is proposed and compared with other
benchmark routing protocols, such as Simbet and PRoPHET. Experiments were con-
ducted based on the Infocom 06 [CHS+07] dataset. This section has been divided
into three sub-sections: Infocom 06 experiment dataset description, performance
comparisons between the Triangle Coordinate Model and the M-Dimension Model,
and performance comparisons among K-Clique based models with other benchmark
routing protocols in DTNs.
3.6.1 Infocom 06 Datasets
The Infocom 06 dataset is part of the Huggle Project [SGC+09]. This dataset was
a real social trace ﬁle recorded during three days of the Infocom 2006 conference,
held at Princesa Soﬁa Gran hotel Barcelona [CHS+07]. The main characteristics of
this dataset are summarized in Table 3.1 and its overall contact frequency is plotted
in Figure 3.6. Selected people were asked to carry an Imote device, a portable
Bluetooth transmitter, all the time no matter where they went.
The original trace ﬁle contained 98 nodes, of which 20 were stationery. For the
purpose of the experiments, nodes 1-20 were ﬁltered out. In total there were approx-
imately 78 participants and every user was asked to complete a questionnaire with
personal information, such as nationality, ﬁrst language, and professional aﬃliation.
This questionnaire provided those social attributes needed in this experiment.
As these Bluetooth devices were carried by humans, their data forwarding pro-
cess was supposed to have some social characteristics. To verify this dataset’s social
behaviors, 10 subjects were randomly selected from the 78 participants and each
subject’s name (Subject ID), nationality, study (the school where the participants
completed her or his study), languages (at most three languages were listed), aﬃli-
ation, position (such as student, researcher or professor), city (city and the country
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Table 3.1: Summarization of the MIT Reality and Infocom 06 Datasets
Device iMote
Duration in Days 3
No. of Nodes 98
Total Edges 129191
Maximum Geodesic Distance 2
Average Geodesic Distance 1.002724
Graph Density 0.984420643






















Figure 3.6: The Overall Contact Frequency of Infocom 06 Dataset
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25 4 18 5 1 14
34 1 35 1 2 n/a
39 3 3 5 n/a n/a
46 26 3 7 1 5
56 2 2 3 1 4
61 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
66 16 36 14 1 n/a
72 14 19 22 1 15
76 16 36 14 1 n/a
87 14 19 15 1 n/a
were used to identify the participant’s residence status), country and stay (indicates
the hotel where the participant was staying during the conference) are collected, as
shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. In these tables, the value of each attribute is rep-
resented by diﬀerent values and if two values have the same for a certain attribute,
these two subjects share the same attribute. For these 10 subjects, the contact fre-
quency amongst each other during the three day Infocom 06 conference is listed in
Table 3.4.
From Table 3.4, the number of contact amongst each other for most participants
is less than 50. However, some pairs, such as Subject 39 and Subject 46, Subject 66
and Subject 76, and Subject 72 and Subject 87 were on contact more than 100 times.
The reason behind this table is due to their social attributes. For subjects 39 and
46, the attributes they shared were language (Language 5), aﬃliation, position, city,
country and stay, meaning they most likely come from the same research lab and
speak the same language. For subjects 66 and 76, the attributes they shared were
nationality, study, language, position, city and country, meaning they most likely
come from the same city and have the same nationality. For subjects 72 and 87,
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Table 3.3: 10 Subjects from Infocom 06 Dataset (continued)
Subject ID Aﬃliation Position City Country Stay
25 13 1 5 5 7
34 1 1 1 1 1
39 3 3 3 3 2
46 3 3 3 3 2
56 2 2 2 2 2
61 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
66 32 3 24 15 15
72 23 3 23 14 4
76 24 3 24 15 n/a
87 23 3 23 14 4
they shared all attributes listed. These results demonstrate the Infocom 06 dataset
has strong social behaviors.
It is more likely an interaction will take place between two people who speak
the same language, have the same ﬁeld of interest or come from the same school,
compared with individuals who share less personal information, such as belonging to
the same professional association like IEEE. As the homophily phenomenon [MLC01]
demonstrated, diﬀerent social attributes have diﬀerent importance. Furthermore,
even for the same attribute, diﬀerent values represent diﬀerent social performance.
For example, in Figure 3.7, Language Attribute only has very limited “key” factors,
such as Language 1 and 5, where it follows the power law distribution [CSN09],
as shown in Figure 3.8 and its associated subject mapping is listed in Table 4.6.
Equation 3.25 shows the power law distribution function and its parameters are
listed in Table 3.6.
f(x) = axk + ε (3.25)
More importantly, social activities in a given area show a higher level of inter-
action among similar people. As a strong example, the language attribute in the
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Table 3.4: Contact Frequency among the 10 Subjects in the Infocom 06 Dataset
Subject ID 25 34 39 46 56 61 66 72 76 87
25 4 18 23 50 13 22 30 15 20
34 1 8 9 2 17 35 17 46 12
39 18 6 128 22 11 18 31 18 25
46 18 4 125 19 9 8 25 8 14
56 41 2 10 18 41 22 18 18 14
61 7 15 5 2 46 16 9 32 7
66 13 38 14 10 14 20 47 117 41
72 28 18 29 27 23 15 45 51 116
76 11 38 15 6 12 28 148 53 41
87 33 10 26 20 23 21 46 105 36


















Figure 3.7: Overall Contact Frequency of the Language Attribute for the Infocom
06 Dataset
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Table 3.5: Language Attribute Mapping Table for Figure 3.8
Subject Language Attribute Subject Language Attribute
1 Language 1 14 Language 20
2 Language 5 15 Language 18
3 Language 10 16 Language 17
4 Language 7 17 Language 12
5 Language 14 18 Language 23
6 Language 9 19 Language 22
7 Language 3 20 Language 25
8 Language 13 21 Language 6
9 Language 16 22 Language 24
10 Language 2 23 Language 19
11 Language 15 24 Language 26
12 Language 8 25 Language 4
13 Language 11 26 Language 21
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Figure 3.8: The Power Law Distribution for Figure 3.7
Infocom 06 dataset demonstrates that while English was the main language used at
this conference, it was easy to distinguish those who spoke Chinese (Language 5)
as they tended to interact more often with each other. On another hand, if English
was not involved, most people tended to have over 26% of their total interactions
with people who spoke same language, as shown in Figure 3.9. As every participant
spoke the English (Language 1), it means English is useless to compare the social
similarity for the Language attribute, and therefore has been eliminated from the
Language attribute in our experiments.
3.6.2 Performance Comparisons Between Triangle Coordi-
nate Model and M-Dimension Model
To compare performances between the Triangle Coordinate Model (Triangle) and
the M-Dimension Model (M-Dimension) on the Infocom 06 dataset, two evaluation
metrics were used:
1. Average Delivery Success Ratio: the number of packets successfully arriving
at their destination compared with the total number of packets sent from the
source.






















Figure 3.9: Analysis of the the Language Attribute without English
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Figure 3.10: Average Delivery Success with 5 Hop Counts
2. Average End-To-End Delay: the time taken to forward a packet from the
source to the destination measured in hours.
For evaluation purposes, the following three scenarios were created with the hop
count being 5, 8 and 10 respectively. The hop count measures how many inter-
nodes are needed to forward the packet from the source to the destination. The
design of these scenarios veriﬁes whether the proposed models satisfy the “six de-
gree” concept [Mil67] and to also discover their routing performance in a diﬀerent
environment with a limited hop count. Furthermore, these experiments were con-
ducted in a diﬀerent network environment, where 10 to 500 packets were sent out
in a very short period.
Figures 3.10 to 3.12 show the results of the Average Delivery Success Ratio for
both the Triangle Coordinate and the M-Dimension Models. From Figure 3.10, this
demonstrates the M-Dimension Model has a better delivery success ratio compared
to the Triangle Coordinate Model. Its delivery success ratio is close to 70%, while
the Triangle Coordinate Model’s success ratio is around 66% at the 5 hop count.
When the number of packets sent from the source to the destination increase from
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Figure 3.11: Average Delivery Success with 8 Hop Counts
10 to 500, routing performances for both decrease, while the M-Dimension Model is
still better than the Triangle Coordinate Model.
When the hop count increases from 5 to 8 and 10, the routing performance for
both increases, with the delivery success ratio of the M-Dimension Model reaching
73% and the Triangle Model reaching 71%, as shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12.
Compared with Figure 3.10, the increasing rate of the delivery success ratio for
M-Dimension is lower than the Triangle Model, demonstrating most of the data
forwarding process for the M-Dimension Model can be done within a 5 hop count.
Figures 3.13 to 3.15 demonstrates the comparison results of the average end-to-
end delay between the M-Dimension Model and the Triangle Model. When the hop
count is limited to 5 and the number of packets sent from the source is 10, as shown
in Figure 3.13, the M-Dimension Model can ﬁnish the routing process in around 7
hours, while the Triangle Model needs around 9 hours. When the number of packets
sent from the source to the destination increases from 10 to 500, the end-to-end
delay for both also increases.
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Figure 3.12: Average Delivery Success with 10 Hop Counts





























Figure 3.13: Average End-To-End Delay with 5 Hop Counts
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Figure 3.14: Average End-To-End Delay with 8 Hop Counts
When the hop count increases from 5 to 8 and 10, their end-to-end delivery
performances all improve as well (Figures 3.14 and 3.15), thus following the same
trend with the success of the delivery ratio. In particular, when the hop count is 10,
the end-to-end delay of the Triangle Model is just one hour behind the M-Dimension
Model.
From the experiment results above, the M-Dimension Model is better than the
Triangle Model in terms of the average delivery ratio and average end-to-end delay.
The reasons behind these results are:
1. M-Dimension combines as many social attributes as possible, while the Trian-
gle Model only takes the three most important factors. In general, the more
social attributes included, the better overall networking performance.
2. The weighting function for M-Dimension is more ﬂexible compared with the
Triangle Model. M-Dimension uniﬁes the value of each dimension and weighs
these uniﬁed values according to the destination’s dimension combination.
Therefore, its selection result is more suited to the social habit of the des-
tination, while the Triangle’s weighting function is more general for all nodes.
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Figure 3.15: Average End-To-End Delay with 10 Hop Counts
3.6.3 K-Clique based Models with Other Benchmarks
As the design of the proposed models is to use pre-deﬁned social attributes carried
from datasets, and to test whether these models can be applied to general databases,
the K-Clique [DPV05] technique is used to re-generate these attributes automati-
cally. K-Clique deﬁnes a clique of nodes with a given clique size as K. A clique
is deﬁned as being adjacent when K − 1 nodes are shared. These adjacent cliques
then form a community as the union within a graph. In Figure 3.16, Nodes 1, 2 and
3 form one 3-Clique. Nodes 1, 2 and 4 form another 3-Clique. Because these two
cliques share K-1 nodes, and are adjacent, they can form a community. While node
4 may not be able to encounter Node 3 directly, it may use a shared node toward
Node 3 with a higher probability than others.
As this dataset was collected in a small area (a hotel) with extensive data record-
ing, the probability of a participant meeting any other participant was very high.
Therefore, these links may be occasional and cannot be considered a true reﬂection
of participants’ social behaviors. To obtain more accurate results, a threshold was
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Figure 3.16: An Example of a Clique
Table 3.7: Data Pre-Processing for Community ﬁnding mechanisms in the Infocom
06 Dataset
Contact Frequency Filter 200 100 50 20 8
Unique Edges 473 902 1220 1095 979
Duplicate Edges 96 266 2508 4437 6391
Total Edges 596 1168 3728 5532 7170
Max Geodensic Distance 4 4 3 3 3
Avg Geodensic Distance 1.935 1.851 1.53 1.4 1.2675
Graph Density 0.17 0.22 0.46 0.59 0.72
used to ﬁlter the strength of the links. The aim was to use K-Clique to create a
community that covers all participants without creating the occasional weak link.
Hence, the thresholds of contact frequency were observed as 8, 20, 50, 80, 100, and
200, with the latter being an extensive observation in real life produced very strong
bonds that were unfortunately too sparse to be realistically used in DTNs.
Table 3.7 shows the ﬁltered result by applying the K-Clique Method. As the
results demonstrate, when contact frequency is equal to 100, all nodes still have
the ability to communicate with each other. However, it does restrict the route
selection to very strong links and minimizes the number of total edges to 1168. By
increasing the threshold of contact frequency to 200, separated smaller communities
can be created. The Geodensic distance, used to describe the total number of hops
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Figure 3.17: Average Delivery Success Ratio with K-Clique when Hop Count = 5
between two nodes, is well beneath 6. This Geodensic distance means the initial
estimated maximum distance is satisﬁed “Small World” theory [Mil67].
To study the performance of the K-Clique based models, a performance com-
parison between the Triangle with K-Clique, and the M-Dimension with K-Clique
are conducted along with another two benchmark routing protocols, Simbet and
PRoPHET. The experiment metrics follow the previous set up in Section 3.6.2,
where four routing protocols were compared with the average delivery success ratio
and the average end-to-end delay in three diﬀerent hop count scenarios across a
variety of network environments.
Figures 3.17 to 3.19 demonstrate the results for the average delivery success ratio
for the Triangle with K-Clique, the M-Dimension with K-Clique, and Simbet and
PRoPHET. In Figure 3.17, the performance of K-Clique based models were better
than Simbet and PRoPHET at the beginning. When the number of packets sent
from the source to the destination increased, all routing performances decreased,
while K-Clique based models were still better than other benchmarks.
A comparison of the K-Clique based Triangle Coordinate Model and the M-
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Figure 3.18: Average Delivery Success Ratio with K-Clique when Hop Count = 8

































Figure 3.19: Average Delivery Success Ratio with K-Clique when Hop Count = 10
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Figure 3.20: Average End-To-End Delay with K-Clique when Hop Count = 5
Dimension Model with non-K-Clique based models in Figure 3.10 shows there was
not a signiﬁcant diﬀerence even though the performance of non-K-Clique models
was better. This is because the social attributes of the nodes of the K-Clique based
models cannot be the one without the K-Clique. However, for a large dataset, it
is impossible to manual analyze the social attributes of each node. Therefore, the
K-Clique model is a more general way to analyze and weigh a socially embedded
dataset. The experiment results demonstrate the performance of K-Clique based
models is still better than Simbet and PRoPHET.
When the hop count increases from 5 to 8 and 10, all routing performances
improves, as Figures 3.18 and 3.19. Especially, when the hop count increases to
10, and the performance of the Triangle with K-Clique is very close to the M-
Dimension with K-Clique. This result shows that using the K-Clique technique,
which generate the mean less group, the most useful social attributes are grouped
into the top three cliques. Therefore, the K-Clique can be used as a method to form
multiple dimensions beyond the limitation of the dataset attributes.
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Figure 3.21: Average End-To-End Delay with K-Clique when Hop Count = 8
Figures 3.20 to 3.22 show the experiment results for the average end-to-end de-
lay of the Triangle with K-Clique, M-Dimension with K-Clqiue, and Simbet and
PRoPHET. From these ﬁgures, M-Dimension with K-Clique has the best perfor-
mance, while Triangle with K-Clique takes second place. Both are better than
Simbet and PRoPHET. However, a comparison of results between Simbet and
PRoPHET is diﬀerent to the original paper [DH09]. This is because in the orig-
inal paper every contact between two nodes only takes place once, even though they
exchange multiple messages. While in this experiment, all contacts were recorded
and the frequency of contacts was taken into consideration.
As shown in the above results, the performance of both the Triangle and the
M-Dimension models was better than Simbet and PRoPHET, which are the two
benchmark routing protocols in DTNs. This is was due to the consideration given
to Simbet and PRoPHET by the kind of physical contact topology of a network
that is more relevant to the contact performance of nodes. However, Simbet and
PRoPHET failed to consider the reason behind these performances. In actual fact,
the social attributes of nodes determines their social behaviors and therefore deter-
mines their contact topology. Both multiple dimensional models proposed in this
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Figure 3.22: Average End-To-End Delay with K-Clique when Hop Count = 10
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chapter analyze the social attributes and assign diﬀerent weights to them. Therefore,
their routing performances are much better than Simbet and PRoPHET.
3.7 Summary
This chapter identiﬁes the importance of each social characteristics in human asso-
ciated delay tolerant networks and analyzes how to combine them by weighting the
social attributes.
Two multi-dimensional routing protocols in Human Associated Delay Tolerant
Networks are proposed: the Triangle Coordinate Model and M-Dimension Model.
Both of these models take diﬀerent social characteristics into account from multiple
dimensions and demonstrates how important each dimension is. For the triangle
coordinate model, the three most useful social attributes are taken and put together
into a triangle coordinate system to generate an overall social distance. For the
M-Dimension model, the weighting process and distance function are deployed to
calculate social distances between two nodes in each dimension by combining with
associated weight factors. Based on these distances, multi-cast routing can be per-
formed. This notes the number of available candidatures and network change speed.
Experiment results demonstrate the M-Dimension routing protocol has the highest
average success ratio and the shortest end-to-end delay, while the triangle coordinate
model takes second place compared to other routing benchmark. In addition, more
metrics in the model are generally beneﬁcial, as routing performance can improve.
To further improve usage ability, K-Clique is used to automatically ﬁnd communities
that can be used as a general method for most datasets.
Chapter 4
Time Bounded Routing in HDTNs
with Geographic Information
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 illustrates the importance and advantage of combining multiple dimen-
sional social attributes in the routing selection process. However, as mobile nodes
in HDNTs are carried by humans, human movement can also determine the data
forwarding performance. As mentioned in [OAG+11], social network groups are
constrained by geographic information. For example, during an international con-
ference, people in the same session/workshop may have strong research interests
in the same ﬁeld and therefore have a high probability contacting with each other.
McPhersion et al. [MLC01] suggests the most basic source of homophily is geography,
where people are more likely to have contact with those closer to us in geographic
location than those who are closer in terms of distance. Zipf [Zip49] stated it takes
more energy to connect to those who further than those who are readily available.
On the other hand, recent work [GCLPH13], [HCZW12] shows certain social be-
haviors are time-dependent, with the time domain playing an important role in the
performance of HDTNs. For example, the contact frequency among classmates dur-
ing the day is much higher than at night. This indicates social routing is more
accessible during the day rather than at night. Thus, the time domain should also
be taken into consideration in the routing decision.
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Routes or pathways of messages in HDTNs depend largely on the social connec-
tions of individuals, or in other words, on established connections among people.
These social connections can be abstracted into diﬀerent communities based on
geographic location and social interests. As the characteristics and behaviors of in-
dividuals in a social network change over time, relationships among them will change
as well.
In this chapter, the relationship among social behaviors, time patterns and ge-
ographic information is addressed to discuss how to combine these three factors to
improve the routing performance in HDTNs. A time bounded geographic embedded
data forwarding model is proposed to combine and quantify these factors. Exper-
iments results demonstrate the proposed model is workable and can signiﬁcantly
improve the routing performance in HDTNs.
4.2 Literature Review
In this section, relevant routing protocols used in this chapter are described, in-
cluding time related data forwarding in HDTNs and geographic based routing in
DTNs.
4.2.1 Time Related Data Forwarding in HDTNs
Bubble Rap
Hui et al. [HCY11], [HCY08] expanded the idea from the LABEL [HC07]. LABEL is
the ﬁrst routing protocol to demonstrate that incorporating a community aﬃliation
label can improve forwarding performance. In this work, Hui et al. proposed Bubble
Rap routing protocol in a pocket switched network [HCS+05], a kind of mobile social
network. This measures community aﬃliation labels with betweenness centrality to
forward messages. A minimum of two centrality measures are calculated per node
based on the node’s global popularity in the whole network and its local popularity
within its community or communities.
The Bubble algorithm can be simpliﬁed as Figure 4.1, where a message is always
transferred to nodes with higher global rankings until the carrier encounters a node
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the Bubble Algorithm
in the same community as the destination node. The local ranking system is then
used and the message continues to bubble up through the local ranking tree until
the destination is reached or the message expires. Nodes in this model only need to
compare rankings with encountered nodes instead of requiring every node to know
the ranking of others.
Furthermore, Hui et al. introduced the unit-time degree to measure the contact
frequency based on diﬀerent time periods, including both single window and cumu-
lative window. The single window is used to compare how many unique nodes have
been met in the previous unit-time slot, such as six hours. The cumulative window
is used to calculate the average degree for every single window.
Transient Social Contact Patten
Gao et al. [GCLPH13] proposed the use of transient social contact patterns to im-
prove the data forwarding performance. This model has three parts: transient
contact distribution; transient connectivity; and transient community structure.
Transient contact distribution diﬀerentiates contact distributions for diﬀerent time
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periods and is the main trade oﬀ compared to cumulative contact distribution. For
example, classmates have a high contact frequency during the daytime, instead of
nighttime.
Transient connectivity identiﬁes the connection of nodes during a certain time
period that can be used to form a transient connected subnet (TCS). For example,
students can form a TCS with their classmates during the day in class, while form
another TCS with their parents during the night at home.
A transient community structure is used to identify how many communities a
node belong to during a certain period. For example, a person may belongs to a
swimming club but he is also the father of his son. By using transient community
structure, the centrality of nodes can be quantiﬁed more accurately.
The main beneﬁt of using this transient social contact is to introduce a time
pattern into a social community so the importance of each social attribute can be
quantiﬁed better.
Time Evolving Topology Control
Huang et al. [HCZ+11] modeled a time evolving network to include both geographic
and time information in a space time graph. The topology of delay tolerant networks
are changeable due to their natural characteristics, where mobile nodes always move
around. These changes are time dependent, rather than traditional ad hoc networks
usually modeled as a connected graph with stable end to end paths. For example,
as shown in Figure 4.2, the geographic topology of nodes always change depending
on the diﬀerent patterns.
Two greedy-based methods, one based on the least cost path and another based
on a least density bunch, were proposed to reduce the total cost of network topology,
where a set of edges were repeatedly added into the topology to connect one or more
pairs of nodes in their space-time graph. The main trade oﬀ for the second method
compared with the ﬁrst is to repeatedly ﬁnd good bunches instead of repeatedly
ﬁnding least cost paths.
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Figure 4.2: A Time Evolving Scenario in DTNs
4.2.2 Geographic Based Data Forwarding in HDTNs
Geography Aware Active Data Dissemination
Fan et al. [FDG+10] proposed geography aware active data dissemination in HDTNs
(mobile social networks) that analyzes mobile social networks from a geographic
point of view. The “community” from social science is deﬁned as a clustering of
users closely linked to each other [YTLY11]. This paper extends this concept to
“geo-community” by considering the relationship of nodes on geographic related
social networks. The higher the centrality of a geo-community, the better capable
it is of contacting mobile users in social networks. To quantify the dynamic density








where Ci(ti) indicates the average probability a certain user visits geo-community
i at time ti, and φ
k
i is used to measure the steady state probability distribution for
Node k in its i geo-community. With this geo-community, the data forwarding
process can be conducted by combing social and geographic information.
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4.3 Combination of Time, Social and Geographic
in HDTNs
Baraba´si et al. in [GHB08] proposed all characters of time, social and geography
have strong relationships that inﬂuence each other. Barabasi et al. demonstrated
that human contacts have a high degree of time and geographic regularity, where
each individual being is characterized by a time-dependent characteristic travel dis-
tance and a signiﬁcant probability to return to a few highly frequented locations.
In this section, a case study based on the MIT Reality Dataset [EPL07], [EPL08] is
presented to illustrate why it needs to use time, social and geographic information
regarding the improvement of routing performance. A time-varying social contact
topology model is then proposed to combine these three factors as an overall for-
warding decision making strategy.
4.3.1 Case Study based on MIT Reality Dataset
In this sub-section, a case study based on the MIT Reality Dataset is presented. The
Reality Dataset is a real social trace ﬁle that includes nine months of human related
communication data. The details of this dataset will be covered in Section 4.4.1.
Based on this case study, the importance of time, social and geography for the data
forwarding process will be illustrated.
Figure 4.3 shows a real contact topology map generated from the MIT Reality
trace ﬁle, where most data communication occurred in a small area with blue points
(a red circle is used to highlight these blue points). The two biggest red circles are in
the same range as the cellular towers located on the side of the MIT campus, where
most mobile devices used in the MIT trace ﬁle are attached. Smaller red circles
highlight some popular locations, where students and staﬀs may want go to, such
as restaurants and bars. This ﬁgure demonstrates that data communication has a




Figure 4.4 shows time indexed contact distribution among 106 subjects of the
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Figure 4.3: A Two Month Contact Topology Example Generated from the MIT
Reality Dataset
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Figure 4.4: Two Month Contact Frequency Sample from the MIT Reality Trace File
with Gaussian Distribution
MIT Reality trace ﬁle based on two months of sample data. This ﬁgure illustrates the
data forwarding frequency varied diﬀerently in time because most contact among
nodes/people occurred between 14:00 and 18:00. However, for the MIT Reality
Dataset most participants came from MIT university, where their work hours are
9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. Therefore, they were supposed to have equal
distribution at these time periods. Instead, the distribution of this ﬁgure follows
the Gaussian Distribution, as shown in Function 4.2 and its parameter is listed in
Table 4.1, where most contacts occurred in a very short period. Therefore, time
played an important role.
Furthermore, diﬀerent social communities have diﬀerent contact distributions
even for certain time periods. For example, the two most used social communities
in the MIT Reality trace ﬁle, the Aﬃliation Community and the Hangout Commu-
nity, selected to form Figures 4.5 and 4.6, where they have diﬀerent patterns even
in the same period. However, their overall contact distribution follows the Gaussian
Distribution and they do have the same trend as Figure 4.4. Although, during the
day, from 9 am to 9 pm, the “Aﬃliation” community was more active than the
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Figure 4.5: Two Month Aﬃliation Community Contact Frequency from the MIT
Reality Trace File with Gaussian Distribution
Table 4.1: Gaussian Distribution Parameters for Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6
Parameters Figure 4.4 Figure 4.5 Figure 4.6
A 373.8 147.4 120.2
u 15.38 15.46 15.45
σ 2.44 2.76 2.42
“Hangout” community. While, during the night, from 9 pm to 3 am, the “Hangout”
community was more active compared to the “Aﬃliation” community. This is be-
cause the Aﬃliation community is relevant to academic activities that most likely
occurred during the day. The Hangout community was more relevant to entertain-
ment activities that most likely occurred during the night. These examples illustrate
that time pattern plays an important role when discussing contact distribution and
that also each social attribute has diﬀerent importance across diﬀerent time periods.
In summarizing this case study, each of the three factors, time, social and geogra-
phy, are important for the decisions about routing and data forwarding performance.
Hence, for human associated delay tolerant networks to further improve their data
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Figure 4.6: Two Month Hangout Community Contact Frequency from the MIT
Reality Trace File with Gaussian Distribution
forwarding performance, these three factors are needed to combine to produce an
overall evaluation. In the following section, a time-varying social contact topology
(TV-SCT) model is proposed to meet the above requirements.
4.3.2 Time-Varying Social Contact Topology Model in HDTNs
As the case study shows above, time, social and geography are very important for hu-
man associated delay tolerant networks. Therefore, to combine time patterns, social
characteristics and geographic information, a time varying social contact topology
(TV-SCT) model is proposed. This model is used to coordinate these factors into
a single system and generate an overall delivery probability to form the critical
forward selection, which takes social, geography and time into consideration.
In order to achieve the time varying social contact topology, the model needs to
generate the time varying contact topology ﬁrst to consider the geographic topol-
ogy changes alongside the time pattern. The probability of User a visiting Loca-
tion l can be represented as Function 4.3, where n(a) represents the number of
locations/cellular towers User a visited and Li(a) is a vector to store all location
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Function η(x, y) is a matching function, where it can be represented as:
η(x, y) =
⎧⎨
⎩ 1 if x = y0 if x = y (4.4)
The Distance for the geographical dimension originates by randomly selecting
a point in the space. The distance within two points on a Cartesian space can
be calculated by simply computing the Euclidean Distance or the Manhattan Dis-
tance, based on the standard latitude and longitude terminology. Furthermore, the
distance within a geographic dimension can also be calculated using the GRID algo-
rithm [LST01]. As mobile nodes always change, the most visited location is used to
obtain their relevant geographic distance. For User a, its most often visited location
is:
ML(a) = argmaxl∈LocPL(a, l) (4.5)
where Loc represents all locations User a visited. The relevant geographic dis-
tance between two users can be represented as
D(a, b) = dist(ML(a),ML(b)) (4.6)
where dist(a, b) is
dist(a, b) =
√
(ax − bx)2 + (ay − by)2 (4.7)
Therefore, the probability of Users a and b appearing at the same location during
the same time period is




j=1 H(ΔT − Ti(a)− Tj(b))η(Li(a), Lj(b))∑n(a)
i=1
∑n(b)
j=1 H(ΔT − Ti(a)− Tj(b))
(4.8)
where H(x) is the Heaviside Step Function [LMSR08], and Δ T is set to 1 hour
in default. Function H(x) can be deﬁned as








1 x > 0
(4.9)
As mentioned in Chapter 3, users have diﬀerent social attributes, such as Fa-
ther, Swimmer and Lecturer. However, it is very hard to detect and record which
social attribute appears during a certain temporal, especially if these attributes were
recorded in a dataset. To overcome this, an overall social attributes similarity be-
tween the source node and target node is calculated. The probability that User a






where n′(a) represents the number of contacts of user a has with another user
when both of them share the same attribute and Si(a) represents a vector storing
the social attributes of user a. Therefore, the most likely social attribute for user a
is:
MS(a) = argmaxl∈SocPS(a, s) (4.11)
To capture the social similarity of user a and user b, the cosine similarity is
deployed and the two users’ social similarity is represented as
Sim(a, b) =
∑







With social similarity and time embedded geographic distance of source and
destination nodes, the overall time varying social contact topology prediction prob-
ability of User a and User b is:
Pre(a, b) = PT (a, b)× Sim(a, b) (4.13)
With this prediction probability function, multi-cast data forwarding can be
conducted. The source node selects the suitable top N inter-nodes from its neighbor
set to forward packets.
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The source node uses Function 4.13 to generate all prediction probabilities to the
destination node for each node in its neighbor set. An estimate delivery percentage
value P is used to select the Top N = k ∗ P 	 inter-node(s) to forward to, where
there is at least one node selected. With a certain TTL, each packet is issued a
unique packet ID by a source node. Once an inter-node receives a forwarded packet,
it checks the packet ID to see whether this packet has been received or not. If not
received and the TTL is not equal to 0, it changes the value of TTL to TTL−1 and
repeats the above steps to multi-cast this packet to the next available inter-nodes
until the destination node receives this packet.
4.4 Experiment Results and Analysis
In this section, the results of experiments to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed model are discussed. The ﬁrst sub-section studies the experiment datasets
used, which include the MIT Reality and the Infocom 06 datasets. The second sub-
section shows the experiment results based on the MIT Reality dataset with focus
mainly on the performance comparison in time, social and geographic environments.
The last sub-section provides an evaluation of the performances from time and social
points of view for the experiment results based on the Infocom 06 dataset.
4.4.1 Experiment Datasets
In this sub-section, experiment datasets will be used to evaluate the proposed model
are addressed, including the MIT Reality and Infocom 06 datasets. The MIT Reality
Mining Dataset is a real social network trace ﬁle [EPL07], [EPL08] conducted from
2004 to 2005 in a nine month period at the MIT Media Laboratory, as summarized in
Table 4.2. This project studied 106 subjects by using mobile phones with several pre-
installed applications that recorded data about call logs, Bluetooth device IDs, cell
tower IDs, application usage and phone status. As delay tolerant networks belong to
mobile ad hoc networks, the Bluetooth trace ﬁle in the MIT Reality Mining dataset
was used as the evaluation data and each Bluetooth scan was treated as contact
between two nodes.
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Table 4.2: Summarization of the MIT Reality Dataset
Dataset MIT Reality
Device Nokia 6600
Duration in Days 246
No. of Nodes 106
Total Edges 54667
Maximum Geodesic Distance 4
Average Geodesic Distance 1.964305
Graph Density 0.17829457
To verify and study this dataset’s social behaviors, 10 subjects were randomly
selected from 106 subjects and their contact frequency between each other in a two
month period was recorded to form Table 4.3. Furthermore, their social attributes,
such as names (Subject ID), aﬃliation and hashed Bluetooth MAC address were
collected, as shown in Table 4.4.
Originally, if there were no social characteristics in this dataset, every node
should have an equal chance of contacting other nodes with similar values in terms
of contact frequency. However, evaluation results from Table 4.3 demonstrates the
direction of network traﬃc changes when social concepts are introduced into the
network. For example, Subject 16 has 149 contacts with Subject 19, but has no
contact with Subject 9. This is because, both Subject 16 and Subject 19 are 1st
year graduate students, while Subject 9 is a media lab professor, and all 3 sub-
jects have diﬀerent aﬃliation backgrounds. Therefore, if social aﬃliation is taken
into consideration, most subjects in the same social category have a high contact
rate. This proves the Bluetooth data in the MIT reality Dataset clearly has social
behaviors embedded.
For the MIT Reality Dataset, this records each nodes movement but does not
release the geographic information of the movement. This drawback has been over-
come by Ficek et al. [FK], who revealed the relative location information based on
analyzing node movement information and their associated cell tower IDs. However,
they claim only 46.75% of all unique cell locations from the MIT Reality Dataset
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Table 4.3: Communication relationship among 10 subjects in the MIT Reality Min-
ing Dataset
ID 3 9 16 19 36 47 66 83 96 103
3 3 32 48 0 2 0 0 1 12
9 1 2 3 0 0 0 2 4 1
16 43 0 149 1 0 0 0 1 2
19 72 2 131 0 0 0 0 0 3
36 0 1 1 0 0 0 23 0 5
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
83 0 1 1 1 7 0 0 1 459
96 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0
103 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 93 0
Table 4.4: 10 Subjects from the MIT Reality Mining Dataset
Subject ID Aﬃliation Hashed MAC
3 1st Year Graduate Student 61961024887
9 Media Lab Professor 61961078506
16 1st Year Graduate Student 61961024963
19 1st Year Graduate Student 61961024937
36 Media Lab Graduate Student 61961025054
47 Null 61964944370
66 Sloan Business School 61964943982
83 Media Lab Graduate Student 61964972168
96 Media Lab Graduate Student 61964979158
103 Media Lab Graduate Student 413791240838
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Figure 4.7: Geographic Contact Frequency for Most Popular Areas
can be retrieved with geographical coordinates, and hence the dataset from MIT
is not complete. To remedy this deﬁciency, only 35 of the most active nodes are
considered and their location information is visualized from Google Maps, as shown
in Figure 4.3. The longitude and latitude of corners on this map are (42.31, −71.14),
(42.38, −71.14), (42.31, −71.04) and (42.38, −71.04) respectively. For calculation
and description purposes, this map is divided into a 10 ∗ 10 grid and the x-y co-
ordinate system is used to measure each grid. To simplify this, the line on (42.31,
−71.14) and (42.31, −71.04) is used to represent the x-axis and the line on (42.31,
−71.14) and (42.38, −71.14) is used to represent the y-axis. In this map, blue cir-
cles are used to locate the most visited locations for each of the 35 subjects and
the red circles are used to highlight them. Details of the number of contacts in
the popular area/grid are illustrated in Figure 4.7. The area code in this ﬁgure is
represented by three digitals, where the ﬁrst digital represents the position on the
x-axis and the third digital represents the position on the y-axis. This ﬁgure also
follows the Gaussian distribution, as shown in Figure 4.8 and its parameters are
listed in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Gaussian Distribution for Figure 4.7
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Table 4.6: Geographic Attribute Mapping Table for Figure 4.8
Subject Geographic Area Code Subject Geographic Area Code
1 Area 706 8 Area 805
2 Area 806 9 Area 707
3 Area 905 10 Area 904
4 Area 405 11 Area 906
5 Area 606 12 Area 704
6 Area 607 13 Area 105
7 Area 605 14 Area 804
As the MIT Reality Dataset has already been veriﬁed as having time patterns
embedded, this dataset can fulﬁll evaluation requirements for time, social and geo-
graphic characteristics.
The second experiment dataset used in this section is the Infocom 06 Dataset,
which was evaluated as a social characteristics embedded dataset in Chapter 3. To
verify its time patten, Figure 4.9 was designed to record the number of contacts in
the three day conference period using a time index. Distribution from this ﬁgure
demonstrates the communication of nodes varies from time to time, where most
contact occurs in the time period between 8am and 12pm, with limited contact a
night.
However, as the Infocom 06 dataset was collected in a conference center, at the
Princesa Soﬁa Gran hotel Barcelona [CHS+07], its geographic information is useless.
Therefore, experiments conducted with the Infocom 06 dataset mainly focus on
social and time related patterns.
4.4.2 Experiment Results and Analysis based on the MIT
Reality Dataset
In this sub-section, experiment results based on the MIT Reality Dataset are pre-
sented, where the three routing protocols, TV-SCT, TV-SCT without Time Index
and Bubble Rap [HCY08]. TV-SCT combines the time pattern, social attributes and
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Figure 4.9: Contacts Distribution with Time Index for the Infocom 06 Dataset
location information into the proposed model. TV-SCT without Time Index only
combines time and social factors. Bubble Rap is the benchmark routing protocol in
this ﬁeld, which combines social attributes with time patten.
For evaluation purposes, the three scenarios were created with a hop count of 5,
8 and 10 respectively. The hop count measures how many inter-nodes are needed to
forward packets from the source to the destination. The following two metrics are
used to test the performance of these three models.
1. Average Delivery Success Ratio: the number of packets that successfully arrive
at their destination compared to the total number of packets sent from the
source.
2. Average End-To-End Delay: the time taken to forward a packet from the
source to the destination, measured in days. The reason it is measured in days
is because the MIT Reality Dataset is a real social trace ﬁle collected in a nine
month period.
Figures 4.10 to 4.12 show experiment results for the average delivery success
ratio. In Figure 4.10, when the number of packets sent from the source to the
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TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.10: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 5 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset
destination is equal to 10, TV-SCT has the highest delivery success ratio, reaching
72%. TV-SCT without the time index has the second best result, reaching 68% and
its better the Bubble Rap, with a 58% delivery success ratio. When the number of
packets sent from the source to the destination increases to 500, the delivery success
ratio for all of them decreases, and TV-SCT still achieves the best performance.
This result demonstrates it is an eﬀective way to improve the routing performance
by taking the time factor into consideration. However, as the density in the MIT
Reality dataset is spicy, contacts among nodes occurred over a long period of time.
Therefore, the performance diﬀerence between TV-SCT and TV-SCT without time
index is not that large. Compared with TV-SCT based routing protocols with
Bubble Rap, this result demonstrates the performance of proposed model can be
improved.
When the hop count increases from 5 to 8 and 10, all routing performances are
improve. While Bubble Rap has a higher increasing ratio compared with TV-SCT
based routings, these results show that by using TV-SCT based models, most data
forwarding processes can be completed within 5 hops.
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TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.11: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 8 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset






























TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.12: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 10 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset
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TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.13: Average End-To-End Delay with 5 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset
Figures 4.13 to 4.15 illustrate the evaluation results of average end-to-end delay,
where both routing protocols based on TV-SCT (the ﬁrst one has time indexed, while
the second does not) are better than Bubble Rap, especially when more packets are
sent from the source to the destination. When the hop count increases from 5 to
10, all end-to-end delay also increases while TV-SCT with time index maintains the
lowest average end-to-end delay. This is because, TV-SCT not only considers the
time pattern, but also take other important factors, such as geographic information
and social attributes, into consideration.
Furthermore, TV-SCT under lack of time information performs better compared
with Bubble Rap across these two metrics. The reason is that even without the time
pattern, TV-SCT can still use other social attributes and geographic information to
generate the best route by applying the weight function. This proves TV-SCT is still
comparable with other benchmark routing protocols even without time information.
However, the performance of TV-SCT with a time pattern is better than TV-SCT
without a time pattern. These results show the importance of the time pattern, if
it has one, along with the location and social characteristics for improving routing
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TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.14: Average End-To-End Delay with 8 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset




























TVíSCT without Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.15: Average End-To-End Delay with 10 Hop Counts in the MIT Dataset
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TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.16: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 5 Hop Counts in the Infocom
Dataset
performance.
4.4.3 Experiment Results and Analysis based on the Info-
com 06 Dataset
As mentioned before, the Infocom 06 dataset does not have strong geographic infor-
mation that be used in the experiments. Therefore a comparison of this dataset is
performed by TV-SCT without Location, TV-SCT without Location and Time In-
dex, and Bubble Rap. The set up and evaluation of scenarios follows the experiment
design of Section 4.4.2.
Figures 4.16 to 4.18 shows the results of experiments for the average delivery
success ratio based on the Infocom 06 dataset for the above three routing protocols.
Results in Figure 4.16 demonstrates both TV-SCT based models have a better per-
formance compared with Bubble Rap, where TV-SCT without Location achieves the
best, reaching to 74% in terms of average delivery success ratio when the number of
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TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.17: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 8 Hop Counts in the Infocom
Dataset
packets sent from the source to the destination is equal to 10. While TV-SCT with-
out Location and Time Index, and Bubble Rap achieve 72% and 67% respectively.
When the number of packets sent from the source to the destination increases from
10 to 500, the delivery success ratio for all routing protocols dropped.
When the number of hop counts increases from 5 to 8 and 10, all routing perfor-
mances improve. However, compared with results using the MIT Reality dataset,
the performance diﬀerence between the two TV-SCT based models in the Infocom
06 dataset was quite big. This is because, the Infocom 06 dataset is an intensive
dataset compared with the MIT Reality dataset, where all data contacts were col-
lected within three days, while the MIT Reality dataset took 9 months to collect all
the data. Therefore, the time factor played a more important role.
The results of the average end-to-end delay, as shown in Figures 4.19 to 4.21,
demonstrates both TV-SCT based routing protocols, one without location informa-
tion and another one without location and time information, can ﬁnish the routing
process in a shorter time compared with Bubble Rap. However the TV-SCT with-
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TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.18: Average Delivery Success Ratio with 10 Hop Counts in the Infocom
Dataset




























TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.19: Average End-To-End Delay with 5 Hop Counts in the Infocom 06
Dataset
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TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.20: Average End-To-End Delay with 8 Hop Counts in the Infocom 06
Dataset
out location and time index was worse than TV-SCT without location. When more
packets are sent from the source to the destination and the hop count limitation in-
creases, the average end-to-end delays for all routing protocols increases. The reason
behinds this is that TV-SCT organizes diﬀerent communities into one coordinate
system and measures the importance of the individual community in calculating the
best route.
When comparing the performance between TV-SCT without location informa-
tion and the TV-SCT without location and time index, the results demonstrate
the former one is better than the latter across all scenarios. When the hop count
limitation increases, the diﬀerence in average end-to-end delay between these two
routing protocols is becomes more obvious. These results prove that time informa-
tion plays an important role in the improvement of routing eﬃciency. The above
experiments also show that when Bubble Rap only uses limited social communities
with a time pattern, its performance is worse than TV-SCT. Even without using
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TVíSCT without Location and Time Index
Bubble Rap
Figure 4.21: Average End-To-End Delay with 10 Hop Counts in the Infocom 06
Dataset
time information, TV-SCT is still better than Bubble Rap. The reason behind the
better performance of the TV-SCT protocol is the pivotal role the uniﬁed coordinate
system and the distance function plays in the routing calculation, where routing may
bypass some remote nodes with a high centrality.
From the above evaluation, TV-SCT performs well in terms of:
1. Higher average success ratio of packets sent from the source to the destination.
TV-SCT does not require broadcasting or ﬂooding to ensure a packet arrives
at its desired destination. It is comparatively eﬃcient with other benchmark
DTNs routing protocols.
2. Comparatively shorter average end-to-end delay from the source to the desti-
nation. TV-SCT uses features from time, geographic and social aspects, where
time can maximum the social performance.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a real social trace ﬁle, the MIT Reality Mining Dataset, was used
as a case study. It demonstrated the social behavior of nodes has a strong time
inﬂuence, where the importance of social attributes can vary with diﬀerent time
patterns. For example, the Aﬃliation attribute is important during the day, but
the Hangout attribute is more important at the night compared with the Aﬃliation
attribute. Another factor that needs to be considered is geographic information,
where nodes in the same location for most of the time may share some similar social
interests. Also, if nodes have similar social interests, they may be physically located
in a close area. In summary, these three factors play a vital role the data forwarding
in HDTNs.
Furthermore, a time varying social contact topology model is proposed to com-
bine social attributes, time patterns and geographic information. This model ana-
lyzes the social similarity of nodes along with the geographic information bounded
with time factors to generate an overall delivery probability for each node to the
destination. Based on this delivery probability, a multicast data forwarding algo-
rithm is deployed to eﬃciently deliver packets. Results from experiments based on
both the MIT Reality and Infocom 06 datasets demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed model in terms of improving the routing performance.
Chapter 5
Privacy Protected Routing in
HDTNs
5.1 Introduction
As illustrated in Chapter 2, the most recent research on human associated delay-
tolerant networks (HDTNs) uses social information to improve performance, thus
demonstrating social characteristics are important factors to improve performance.
However, little has been done concerning the privacy issue in HDTNs. With in-
creasing use of social information, more and more social characteristics related data
is disclosed without permission. Therefore, due to the privacy issue, most trace
providers do not want to release data with meaningful social information, that may
be used to identify the data entered especially for a large dataset. For example, AOL
published a query logs but quickly removed it due to the re-identiﬁcation issues ad-
dressed in [BZ06]. Consequently, researchers are trying to ﬁnd ways to anonymize
personal information while maintaining network functioning.
Anonymization [BA05] is the most useful approach that seeks to anonymize the
identity and sensitive data. In datasets, all explicit identiﬁers such as name and
ID number must be removed. But this is not enough. Sweeney [Swe02a] discussed
a privacy threat to a published health care dataset, from which a former governor
of the state of Massachusetts had been re-identiﬁed. Furthermore, after linking the
medical database with a public voter list, 87% of individuals could be re-identiﬁed
110
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with combination of zip code, date of birth, and gender.
Attributes semantics should be reserved in some scenarios, such as data mining
or information retrieval. But this is not necessary in HDTNs scenario. To achieve
relationships among the features is more important compared to understanding the
meanings of the attributes, and therefore, all attributes can be anonymized. As the
main focus of this section is on how to utilize this anonymized data, all attributes
are simply anonlymized with codes, and equal values in each attribute are changed
to the same number, which erases the semantics of all attributes in the database.
Accordingly, a coding dataset without any meaningful information is generated. An
adversary can neither link this dataset with others nor use background information
to de-anonymize it. Therefore, social trace providers can safely publish their datasets
without violating privacy.
The key nodes in a network play a critical role in the data forwarding process.
Many traditional key node selection algorithms utilize the characters of the physical
topology to ﬁnd key nodes. However, they are hardly successful in mobile social
networks due to the mobile nature of humans and the human-to-human eﬀect on
the network. In this section, a socially aware Kcore selection algorithm is used to
direct the message forwarding process.
In this chapter, a privacy protected data forwarding model is proposed, using
Shannon entropy to quantify the importance level of the anonymous attributes and
use the socially aware Kcore decomposition algorithm (S-Kcore) to ﬁnd the right
node to forward to. By using entropy, the most useful social characteristics can be
identiﬁed and their associated weights can also be assigned. With these weighted




To achieve a better performance in human associated delay tolerant networks, more
researchers are using real social trace ﬁles to study social behaviors. Some publishers
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Figure 5.1: Medical Data with Anonymous Identiﬁers
Figure 5.2: Re-identifying Anonymous Data By Linking to the Public Voter List
simply replace the original identiﬁers with some random numbers, however this is not
enough, as the published dataset may contain other information that can potentially
be linked to individuals. As Samarati [Sam01] illustrated in Figure 5.1, the released
medical data had suppressed the social security number and name, and therefore the
identiﬁer for each individual could not be disclosed. However, the attribute data,
such as ZIP, DoB, and Race, may also have appeared in other resources, as shown
in the voter list of Figure 5.2. As these two tables share some similar attributes, it
is possible to combined these to attack the privacy data. For example, in Figure 5.1,
there is only one female with the ZIP code 94142 and born on 9/15/61. With this
information, this female’s name, address and medical record can be re-identiﬁed.
The attribute itself does not uniquely identify an individual, but their combi-
nation, called quasi-identiﬁer (QID) [WXFW09], often falls into a unique or small
number of records. Based on the QID concept, Sweeny [Swe02b] presented a new
privacy model, k-anonymity, which ensures every record has at least k-1 records






Figure 5.3: The Middle Node is the Key Node
with the same QID value in database. This protects the privacy of the data by
guaranteeing that even if external information is linked to the released database,
each released record is directly related to at least other k individuals. The key of
k-anonymity is to form equivalent groups through generalization or suppression so
every individual is indistinguishable in a group.
Another anonymous data method mentioned by Iyengar [Iye02] is to transform
the data using generalizations and suppressions [Swe98]. For example, the DoB
attribute is an important factor when analyzing medical records. This attribute
can be replaced by the year of birth, instead of the day and month. This loss of
speciﬁcity makes the identiﬁcation process harder. However, if there is too much
generalization, the transformed data may useless.
5.2.2 Key Node Selection
Key nodes are the nodes in the graph network [Har69] more “central” than others.
For example, in Figure 5.3 the middle node has three advantages to being selected
as the key node over other nodes: it has more links, it can reach all other nodes
quicker, and it controls the ﬂow between other nodes.
The popular key node selection algorithm is the K-core decomposition algo-
rithm [AHDBV05]. The idea of the K-core algorithm is to select the key nodes
by recursively removing all vertexes with a degree less than k, until all vertexes in
the remaining graph have a degree at least k, where k is deﬁned as the number of
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Figure 5.4: A 3-core Example
links. The purpose of the K-core decomposition algorithm is to identify particular
subsets of the networks. Researchers in the past mainly paid attention to the degree
distribution to explore structure features.
To help understand the K-core in details, the deﬁnition of K-core from Batagelj [BZ02]
is used, where it has a graph A = (V, L) of |V | = n vertices and |L| = l edges. A
sub graph H = (C,L|C) induced by the set C ⊆ V is a K-core or a core of order k if
v ∈ C and degreeH(v) ≥ k, then H is the maximum sub-graph with this property.
The K-core of a graph can be obtained by recursively removing all nodes with a
degree less than k until all nodes in the remaining graph have a degree of at least
k. A vertex i has coreness k if it belongs to the K-core but not belongs to the
(k+1)-core. Every node in a connected graph belongs to the 1-core, so its coreness
is 1, which is also the minimum coreness of a vertex. All vertexes of degree d ≤ 2
are recursively cut out of 1-core to 2-core, and the maximum vertex coreness is such
that the Kmax-core is not empty, but the (Kmax + 1)-core is, and then named the
graph coreness. The vertex coreness denotes how “deep in the core” the vertex is,
as mentioned by Myers [Mye03].
As shown in Figure 5.4, and demonstrated by Alvarez et al. [AHDBV05], all
vertexes in this connected graph belong to the 1-core. Diﬀerent lines in this ﬁgure
represent diﬀerent cores. The dashed line is used to indicate the 1-core, including
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all vertices. Vertices colored in blue have degree d < 2, which are recursively cut
out. The rest of vertexes, with a degree d  2, remain, and they form the 2-core,
enclosed by a dotted line. Further pruning allows the innermost set of vertexes to
be found and these belong to the 3-core and are colored red.
5.2.3 Unicast Forwarding
Greedy Tree based Single Copy Routing in DTNs
Yu et al. [YMB09] proposed a single copy routing based on the greedy tree algo-
rithm [Wan08]. This is where nodes are divided into diﬀerent levels based on their
transmission ability in DTNs. The routing selection is based on the greedy tree level
that quantiﬁes the ability of node transmission. Details of how to set up a greedy
tree, can be found in Algorithm 14.
Algorithm 14 Greedy Tree Set Up According to [YMB09]
Step 1: Label the vertex with the largest degree as the root, such as ν00;
Step 2: Label the neighbors of ν00 as ν11, ν12, · · · , and assign the largest degrees
available to them such that d(ν11)  d(ν12  · · · ;
Step 3: Label the neighbors of ν11 (except the root) as ν21, ν22, · · · and its largest
degree available is d(ν21)  d(ν22  · · · , then do the same for ν12 and so on;
Step 4: Repeat Step 3 for all newly labeled vertices and always start with the
neighbors of the labeled vertex with the largest degree.
When the message carried node encounters another node, its forwarding algo-
rithm 15 is used to decide whether to forward or not.
5.3 Entropy based Anonymous Data Forwarding
in HDTNs
In this section, an entropy based anonymous data forwarding model in human as-
sociated delay tolerant networks is illustrated. This model has three main parts:
an entropy based anonymous attributes detection algorithm, a social aware K-core
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Algorithm 15 Greedy Tree based Forwarding Selection Algorithm from [YMB09]
Assumption: Node x carries the messagem and its label in greedy tree is (xl, xr).
Node y is the next available node for Node x and its label in greedy tree is (yl, yr)
if xl > yl then
Node x forwards message m to Node y
else if xl = yl then
if xr > yr then
Node x does not forward message m to Node y and waits to the next available
node
else
Node x forwards message m to Node y
end if
else
Node x does not forward message m to Node y and waits to the next available
node
end if
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decomposition algorithm, and an anonymous data forwarding model.
5.3.1 Entropy Based Anonymous Attribute Detection
In a HDTN scenario, attribute semantics can be anonymized as they cannot manu-
ally decide which attribute is more important based on the human senses. Therefore,
all attributes values are anonymized as codes, and equal values are anonymized as
same number. As the example shown in Chapter 3 demonstrates, in the university
structure there are ﬁve variable values: Head of school, Student, Unit chair, Lec-
ture, and Tutor. In typical anonymous methods, these values might be generalized
as teacher and student. In our anonymous method, however, occupation is coded as
letter A, and 5 values are replaced by 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. By using this method, the
true meaning of the code cannot be retrieved and the privacy of individuals can be
highly protected.
When an anonymity trace ﬁle is provided, the ﬁrst thing is to ﬁnd relationships
among each feature where it needs to diﬀerentiate useful social characteristics from
this unpredictable dataset. For example, assume there are 10 researchers coming
from 8 diﬀerent universities and they are either lecturers or professors. In this
example, there are two dimensions: university location and aﬃliation. Based on our
normal understanding, university location is more important than the aﬃliation.
This is because there is a higher opportunity for two people to belong to the same
aﬃliation while they may have lower chance of knowing each other. However, if two
people belong to the same university, they most likely know each other.
In order to quantify these relationships, entropy is used to measure the uncer-
tainty. This means if a metric has a higher uncertainty, this is better than a lower
uncertainty in allocating weight. Assume there are m anonymous dimensions for
node S and for each dimension it has n possible values, x1, x2, · · · , xn
With the Shannon Entropy [Sha48], the uncertainty value of a certain dimension




p(xi) log2 p(xi) (5.1)
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For the MIT Reality and Infocom 06 datasets, entropy values for each of the
anonymized attributes are listed in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Attributes for each
anonymous code are listed in Table 5.3.






Based on these generated uncertainty values, weight factors can be assigned to





At this stage, the useful social attributes are diﬀerentiated from the anonymized
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Table 5.3: Mapping between anonymity symbols and their corresponding characters
in associated datasets






F Mac Address City
G Phone Plan Country
trace ﬁle, and based on the diﬀerent attribute importance levels, the S-Kcore algo-
rithm is applied to ﬁnd the key nodes to forward to.
5.3.2 Social Aware Kcore Decomposition Algorithm
As unicast forwarding is used in this model, how to select the best inter-node to make
sure the forwarding node is alive becomes a critical issue. The number of powerful
nodes in a network are few, but they do play an important role. For example
in Figure 5.5, it shows the number of contacts among popular nodes for a one
month data sample collected from the MIT Reality Minning dataset. This example
demonstrates two nodes, Node 4 and 60, take around 45% of the total message
forwarding. Therefore, in this case, the most eﬃcient way of data forwarding is to
send messages to those “Key” nodes.
However, traditional key node selection algorithms [AHDBV05] only focus on
physical connections and do not consider the social status of mobile nodes. This
consideration results in poor performance in human associated delay tolerant net-
works for the following two reasons. First, the physical connections in HDTNs are
not reliable due to the mobile nature of the network. Thus, the node degree k re-
lated to the physical connection is less trusted compared to a static network, such
as a wired network. Second, some nodes in the network have fewer links but are
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Figure 5.5: Example of Popular Nodes in MIT Reality Mining Dataset
still important because they are carried by important people.
To address these limitations, a socially aware Kcore key nodes selection algo-
rithm, S-Kcore, is proposed in this section, which modiﬁes the well-known Kcore
algorithm [AHDBV05]. The S-Kcore algorithm is designed to exploit the nodes’
social features to improve performance in data communication.
The Social Aware Kcore Decomposition Algorithm (S-Kcore) is designed to ﬁnd
key nodes in a social network environment with weighted social attributes. In S-
Kcore, the socializing network structure is built on top of the geographic topology.
Nodes can also be grouped into diﬀerent clusters according to their social characters,
such as occupation, kinship relationship, interests etc. Thus, the foundation of the
S-Kcore idea is a network can be modeled from these diﬀerent dimensions.
The idea of S-Kcore algorithm is based on the Kcore decomposition algorithm [AHDBV05]
that removes all nodes with a degree less than K. We modiﬁed the Kcore decom-
position algorithm by introducing a new k-degree computation. The k-degree is
re-deﬁned as the weighted function of the number of social contacts using anony-
mous attributes.
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The K-degree of a mobile node in HDTNs is deﬁned as the number of social
contacts with their neighbors. To represent the aﬀect of social attributes, the im-
portance of each anonymous attribute should be combined, as generated by Func-









where A represents all attributes Node n has and Ci represents all contacts for
Node n in its attribute i. The above equation deﬁnes the K-degree value as a
rounded integer of the overall contacts with diﬀerent weighted social attributes.
Algorithm 16 S-Kcore decomposition algorithm
input: K value
N(s) is empty with marking k-degree
while ∀i ∈ N(s) and it is not marked by k-degree do
select node ni in N(s)
calculate k-degree using Equation 5.4
mark the node ni with the k-degree
if k-degree < K then





The main loop is composed by Algorithm 16. First, Equation 5.4 is applied
to calculate a node’s k-degree and using this generated k-degree it is compared
with input K. If the k-degree is less than the input K value, the node will be
removed, otherwise the node will check another node. Recursively, all nodes will be
checked with their k-degree values and only the remaining nodes satisfy the K-degree
requirement.
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5.3.3 Anonymous Data Forwarding in HDTNs
Data forwarding is the key issue in delay tolerant networks and in order to improve
the delivery success ratio, many routing protocols use the multi-cast technique,
such as the one used in Chapters 3 and 4. However, using the multi-cast technique
increases the rate of redundant messages copied multiple times. This is not good
for DTNs as most are energy and bandwidth constrained. In this section, a unicast
data forwarding model is proposed.
In a unicast routing environment, there is only one copy of a message sent from
the source and this becomes the only copy in the network. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to select the next inter-node appropriately. Otherwise, if the selected node
cannot forward the message to the destination or the next available inter-node, the
destination node can no longer receive this message.
The unicast model in this section takes both the current network situation and
history contact information into consideration. For example, a source node (Node
S) wants to send a message (M) to a destination node (NodeD). Node S ﬁrst checks
whether Node D is in its Current-Neighbor set or not. If it does have Node D in its
neighbor set, Node S directly forwards message M to Node D, and the forwarding
process is ﬁnished. If Node D does not belong to the neighbor set of Node S, Node
S checks its Previous-Neighbor set to decide the waiting period ΔT and then applies
the S-Kclose technique to ﬁnd the most popular node as the next forwarding target.
Details of this forwarding algorithm can be found in Algorithm 17.
5.4 Experiment Results and Analysis
In this section, the experiment results of the proposed model are presented. This
model, Anonymous, uses a time pattern, Bubble Rap and TV-SCT (proposed in
Chapter 4) as comparative routing protocols. To make a fair comparative, the ge-
ographic parameter in TV-SCT is not used. This is because in a privacy protected
dataset, the movement of nodes with accurate location information will not be re-
leased. In addition, as the proposed model in this chapter is based on the unicast
forwarding technique, with only one copy and the main purpose being to forward
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Algorithm 17 Unicast Anonymous Data Forwarding
Step 1: Node S checks its Current-Neighbor set (CNS) to see whether Node D
is directly connected to Node S or not.
if Node D ∈ CNS then
Node S directly forward message M to Node D and the forwarding process is
ﬁnished.
else
Move to Step 2.
end if
Step 2: Node S checks its Previous-Neighbor set (PNS) to see whether Node D
had contacted itself before or not.
if Node D ∈ PNS then
Node S checke how many times Node D contacts with itself, the number of





× OverallT ime (5.5)
else
The waiting period ΔT is set up as 0 and move to Step 3
end if
Step 3: Node S waits a time period ΔT and uses S-Kcore function to ﬁgure out
the most popular node (Node P ) in its Current-Neighbor set and forward to.
Step 4: Node P repeats these steps until the message M is sent to Node D
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Figure 5.6: Average Delivery Success Ratio with the MIT Dataset
this copy to its destination. The count limitation scenario is not applied.
Following the typical routing comparative metrics, including the average delivery
success ratio and the average end-to-end delay, a new metric is added to quantify
the average delivery cost. This metric is used to measure how many messages need
to be forwarded a single message from its source to its destination. The lower the
delivery cost, the more eﬃcient the routing protocol.
Experiments were conducted based on the MIT Reality Mining and the Infocom
06 datasets where all experiments were run from an idle network environment (10
packets sent from the source at the same time) to a dense network environment (500
packets sent from the source at the same time).
5.4.1 Average Delivery Success Ratio
Figure 5.6 shows the average delivery success ratio for TV-SCT, Anonymous and
Bubble Rap based on the MIT dataset. When the number of packets sent from the
source to the destination is equal to 10, TV-SCT achieves the best performance,
where its delivery success ratio is around 74%. Anonymous has the second best
performance, which is around 67%. Bubble Rap has the third place with 64%
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Figure 5.7: Average Delivery Success Ratio with the Infocom 06 Dataset
delivery success ratio. When the number for packets sent from source to destination
increased to 500, the delivery success ratio for all routing protocols dropped.
Figure 5.7 demonstrates the average delivery success ratio for the above three
routing protocols in the Infocom 06 Dataset. When the number of packets sent from
the source to the destination was equal to 10, TV-SCT had the best performance
with a 77% delivery success ratio, while Anonymous and Bubble Rap were 74%
and 71% respectively. When the number of packets sent from the source to the
destination increased from 10 to 500, it followed the same trend as Figure 5.6.
The above results illustrate the average delivery success ratio of Anonymous was
worse than TV-SCT but better than Bubble Rap. However, the Anonymous model
used in this experiment was based on meaningless anonymous data that prevented
privacy disclosure.
5.4.2 Average End-to-End Delay
Figure 5.8 shows the experiment results of average end-to-end delay for Anonymous,
TV-SCT and Bubble Rap based on the MIT Reality Mining Dataset. At the be-
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Figure 5.8: Average End-to-End Delay with the MIT Dataset






























Figure 5.9: Average End-to-End Delay with the Infocom 06 Dataset
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ginning of this result, TV-SCT used the shortest time to send a packet from the
source to destination, while the Anonymous model used the second shortest time
and Bubble Rap used the longest time. When the number of packets sent from the
source to the destination increased, the delivery time for all three routing protocols
also extended.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates the average end-to-end results based on the Infocom
06 dataset. This result follows a similar trend in Figure 5.8, where TV-SCT takes
around 7 hours to deliver a packet from source to destination when the number of
packets sent from its source is 10. The Anonymous model needed around 9 hours
and Bubble Rap needed around 11 hours. When the number of packets sent from
source to destination increased to 500, all delivery performances dropped.
The above results illustrate the performance of average end-to-end delay fol-
lows the same trend as the average delivery success ratio, where the Anonymous
model was worse than TV-SCT, but better than Bubble Rap. By using Entropy
based anonymous data detection and S-kcore based unicast selection and forwarding
techniques, the proposed anonymous data forwarding model achieved comparable
performance results with the anonymous dataset compared with other benchmark
routing protocols and the potential privacy risks of these.
5.4.3 Average Delivery Cost
Figure 5.10 illustrates the performance of the average delivery cost of the three
proposed routing protocols based on the MIT Reality Mining Dataset. At the be-
ginning, all three routing protocols had a similar delivery cost. When the number of
packets sent from the source increased, all delivery costs for routing also increased.
When the number of packets sent from the source to the destination was equal to
500, the average delivery cost of Anonymous was around 2000. The cost for TV-SCT
was more than 65000 and for Bubble Rap it was more than 220000.
Figure 5.11 shows the average delivery cost based on the Infocom 06 dataset.
This follows the same trend as Figure 5.10, where the beginning has a low average
delivery cost and then a dramatic increase for TV-SCT and Bubble Rap when the
number of packet sent from the source to the destination increased to 500.
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Figure 5.10: Average Delivery Cost with the MIT Dataset




























Figure 5.11: Average Delivery Cost with the Infocom 06 Dataset
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These results demonstrate the main advantage of the Anonymous model is its use
the least resources to achieve an acceptable result. As a unicast forwarding model,
it does not need to broadcast/multicast messages to improve its delivery success
ratio. Instead, the design of this model is to ﬁnd the key node around the message
carried node. This node is the most popular and has the best knowledge from source
node point view. Furthermore, this key node selection algorithm is not aﬀected by
the nodes’ physical movement, as it is based mainly on the social attributes. On
the other hand, this data forwarding selection algorithm does not require the use of
meaningful data, which may disclose the privacy of the nodes.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, an anonymous data forwarding model was proposed. This model
does not require the use of meaningful data to analyze the social behaviors or re-
lationships of nodes. Instead, an Entropy based anonymous data detection model
was proposed to measure how important each attribute and their overall relation-
ships were. Based on these relationships and their importance, each attribute was
assigned a weight factor to identify its position in this anonymous dataset.
Furthermore, a social aware K-core (S-kcore) algorithm was designed to combine
these generated weight factors to detect the key node. Although this key node
may not be physically located in the neighbor area of the source node, the S-kcore
algorithm was based on social attributes and their associated weight factor where it
cannot be aﬀected by the physical movement of nodes.
Another advantage of the proposed model was the unicast forwarding model. As
the network topology of human associated delay tolerant networks is unpredictable,
the concurrent most popular node is selected by using the S-kcore algorithm to con-
duct unicast forwarding. Experiment results demonstrate this anonymous unicast
forwarding model is eﬃcient with comparable delivery performance, but more im-
portantly, this experiment data can be anonymized without disclosing the privacy
of the dataset.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter reviews the whole thesis and summarizes its main contributions. Fur-
thermore, potential research topics and their implementation are discussed for future
work.
6.1 Thesis Overview
This thesis proposes that human associated delay tolerant networks (HDTNs) are a
new trend in the development of delay tolerant networks (DTNs). Mobility and long
latency are two main characteristics of DTNs that make traditional routing protocols
for mobile ad hoc networks are unsuitable for DTNs. Most routing protocols for
mobile ad hoc networks need to have at least one available end-to-end path between
the source and the destination before transmission is conducted. The store-and-
forward technique is used for data forwarding in DTNs. If there was no connection
available at a particular time, the source node needs to store and carry this message
until another node is encountered and makes a decision whether to forward the
message to this node.
When mobile nodes are associated with humans to form a human associated de-
lay tolerant network, they inevitably demonstrate certain social aspects associated
with human-to-human communication. More speciﬁcally, by collecting and analyz-
ing human social behaviors, the data forwarding performance in HDTNs can be
improved. Traditional routing protocols in DTNs were mainly focus on analyzing
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the physical topology movements, such as measuring the distance between two nodes
in their geographic dimension. However, the geographic topology in the DTNs was
unstable and unpredictable, while the social characters of mobile nodes were rela-
tively stable for a ﬁxed period of time. Therefore, analyzing the social relationships
of nodes becomes a valuable way to improve routing performance.
The data forwarding issue is the fundamental problem for delay tolerant net-
works. To deliver messages in these networks, existing algorithms use ﬂooding or
partial ﬂooding with a probability formulation. There is high probability that any
ﬂooding may cause network congestion or high interference, and consume many more
resources for processing and switching operations. Context aware routing protocols
utilize context information such as history, battery status and changes to the rate
of connectivity to compute delivery probabilities. One reason of the above routing
mechanisms use ﬂooding or partial ﬂooding is due to a lack of routing informa-
tion. The only geographic character is unreliable and not enough to route messages
eﬃciently due to the mobility characteristics of nodes.
Routes or pathways for messages in HDTNs depend largely on the social connec-
tions of individuals, or in other words, on the established connections among peo-
ple. These social connections can be abstracted into diﬀerent communities based
on geographic location and social interests. As the characteristics and behaviors
of individuals in a social network change over time, relationships among them will
change as well. Therefore, these social activities in HDTNs are bounded with a time
pattern. To obtain a better view of the characteristics of HDTNs, social attributes,
geographic information and a time pattern are need to be combined as an overall
forwarding selection criteria.
Privacy protection is another important factor to be addressed. As the data for-
warding issue becomes more and more important in human associated delay tolerant
networks, many researchers using real social trace ﬁles to study the characteristics
of mobile nodes. However, these datasets are sensitive, with potential attackers use
the provided social attributes to retrieve the identity of a subject. This means a
publisher may not want to release these datasets.
Attribute semantics should be reserved in certain scenarios, such as data mining
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or information retrieval, however it is not necessary in a HDTNs scenario. As the
information needed for the routing decision making process is only based on relation-
ships among features, all attributes can be anonymized. If both the identiﬁcation
of nodes is associated attributes are anonymous, the privacy disclosure issue can be
prevented and the social trace ﬁles can also be published.
6.2 Thesis Contribution
There are three major contributions of this thesis across Chapter 3, 4 and 5. These
are the development of multiple dimensional social attributes based data forwarding
models in HDTNs, the combination of geographic information, social attributes and
time patterns with weight factors to further improve the forwarding performance of
HDTNs, and the privacy protected anonymous data detection and forwarding model
in HDTNs.
Chapter 3 proposed two multiple dimensional data forwarding models in human
associated delay-tolerant networks. These were the Triangle Coordinate Model and
the M-Dimension Model. These models take diﬀerent social characteristics into ac-
count from multiple dimensions and demonstrate the importance of each dimension
is. The triangle coordinate model combines the three most useful social attributes
into a triangle system, where each angle between two axis represents the social rela-
tionship between two social attributes. The smaller an angle, the closer their social
relationship. For the M-Dimension model, the weighting process and the distance
function were deployed to calculate the distances between two nodes in each di-
mension by combining the nodes with associated weight factors. Based on these
social distances, a multi-cast routing selection algorithm was designed, noting the
number of available candidatures and the network change speed. Experiment results
demonstrate the M-Dimension routing protocol had the highest average success ratio
and the shortest end-to-end delay, while the triangle coordinate model was second,
compared with other benchmark routings. Also, with the K-Clique experiments, M-
Dimension model can be extended more generally to automatically generate social
communities.
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Chapter 4 studied the importance of the time factor in HDTNs from the MIT
Reality Mining dataset and the Infocom 06 dataset, with both datasets demonstrat-
ing the social behaviors of nodes have a strong time inﬂuence, and the importance
of social attributes can vary with diﬀerent time patterns. Furthermore, the MIT Re-
ality Mining dataset demonstrated that a relationships and geographical locations
have a strong correlation, where the majority of connections in the same area tend to
have similar social backgrounds. A time varying social contact topology model was
proposed to combine social attributes, time patterns and geographic information.
This model analyzed the social similarity of nodes and the geographic information
bounded time factors to generate an overall delivery probability for each node to the
destination. Based on this delivery probability, a multicast data forwarding algo-
rithm was proposed to eﬃciently deliver packets. Experiment results from the MIT
Reality Mining and the Infocom 06 datasets demonstrate the proposed model can
dramatically improve the routing performance in human associated delay tolerant
networks.
Chapter 5 analyzed the requirement of privacy protection in HDTNs and pro-
posed an anonymous data forwarding model. This model did not require the use of
meaningful data to analyze nodes’ social behaviors and relationships. Rather an En-
tropy based anonymous data detection method was used to automatically detect the
most important attribute as the relationships among features were more important
compared with understanding meanings of attributes, and therefore all attributes
can be anonymous. Consequently, track provider can safely publish their dataset
without violating privacy. In this case, if the Entropy value was bigger, the certainty
would be lower, thus indicating the greater importance of the attribute. Based on
these relationships and importance, each attribute can be assigned a weight factor
to identify its position in the anonymous dataset.
A social aware K-core algorithm (S-kcore) was also introduced in Chapter 5 to
ﬁnd the key node based on social information, which is a modiﬁcation of the K-core
algorithm. By using S-kcore and weighting factors, key nodes in the network can be
selected based on their social relationships instead of geographic information, as lo-
cation information was restricted because of privacy issues. Furthermore, a unicast
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forwarding model is proposed to forward the concurrent most popular node, gen-
erated by the S-kore algorithm. Experiment results demonstrated this anonymous
unicast forwarding model was eﬃcient with less comparable delivery performance.
6.3 Future Work
In this section, a future potential research topic and its application based on human
associated delay tolerant networks is presented and discussed.
A potential topic for research is how to improve the energy eﬃciency of these
opportunistic communications given the trade-oﬀ at the moment between energy
consummation and data forwarding performance. As mobile devices have limited
battery, they cannot aﬀord long, stand by forwarding processes. Instead, a wake up
mechanism may be deployed to increase their energy eﬃciency, while maintaining a
high level of data forwarding performance.
A potential application based on human associated delay tolerant networks is
natural disaster rescues, such as rescues following an earthquake. When an earth-
quake occurs, mobile phones are the most important and probably the only device
humans carry that can be used to make contact. However, during a natural disaster
most base stations are usually damaged and cellular networks may no longer work.
As most mobile devices are Bluetooth/Wiﬁ enabled, they automatically form
a HDTN in a small area if a special app is pre-installed. Based on this Rescue
Network, survivors can be detected and located in a small area. Furthermore, with
the Storing-and-Forwarding technique, a potential communication system backup
can be established in these aﬀected areas.
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